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1. ATOMIC PHYSICS

S.\T. Lawande, M.R. Gunye, O.A. Besal, Ashok Kumar and B.N.Jag tap*

Introduction

A tootle and molecular physics are perhaps the oldest sub*areas of quantum

physics. Until recently) i t was considered that the research In these areas

was essentially complete and in fact for several decades, activity in atomic

and molecular physics deoreased steadily In comparison with large efforts di-

rected towards nuclear and high-energy physics. The advent of lasers has

changed this situation and for the last ten years or so atomic and molecular

physics, gradually Intermingling with laser physics has become an area, where

more and more activity is contributing substantially to the understanding of

many phenomena.

One main advances resulting from the use of lasers fa l l into three broad

categories. The f i r s t , related to the monochromatlcity of laser radiation,

consists of a considerable increase in resolution in atomic and molecular spe-

ctroscopy. This not only leads to much better precision of spectroscopic data

but also offers the possibil ity of studying non-r^iativeprocesses like

coll isions and energy transfer. The second advance comes from the selective

character of laser excitation. The most important technical application might

turn out to be the laser isotope separation', but more basically the essential

interest of Buch a selective character is the possibil ity of studying indepen-

dently relaxation processes of an atom or molecule in a well definea state.The

origin of third advance is the high spectral density of laser excitation. This

allows one either to work with very small number of atoms or to excite atoms

though transitions with extremely small transition probability . The f i r s t

possibi l i ty relates to the spectroscopio studies on isotopes fat from the

valley of s tabi l i ty and investigations on highly ionized atoms,genet ted either
^ MDRS, B.ARC
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in plasaas and or by using high energy accelerators, whereas the latter pw>

• ib l l i ty plays a oruoial role In optical experiments like testing weak inte-

ractions through parity Tiolatlon in atone. Furtherjnore, atonic Rydberg

states can be significantly populated even for very high values of principal

quantum number. A complete new era of atomic physics is now appearing through

the atudy of these highly excited bound states .

It has thus become quite clear that a considerable effort in theoretical

atonic and molecular physics is required to support laser programmes, i t Is

highly desirable to have a thorough programme for understanding and modelling

complex structures of atoms for their properties and complex col l is ion proce-

sses involving photons, atoms, electrons and molecules! which play a dominant

role in the development of advanced lasers, lacer isotope separation and laser

photochemistry. To address these relevant complex issues expertise is necessary

to embrace a range of diverse disciplines. Theae include the physical science

areas of atomic and molecular structures, electron scattering, photoioniiation,

heavy particle scattering and photon physics, to name a few. ftiey also include

ab in i t io a empirical modelling data management and computer software.

Atomic-Molecular Structures

Atomic and molecular structure studies provide many essential ingredients

required to investigate atonic and molecular processes.

The methods fcr determining properties such as energy levels , transition

momenta, potential energy surfaces are substantially different for atons ant

Molecules* Consequently, a subdivision into atomic and molecular structure

wil l be necessary*

It is clear from literature that in the laser programme simultaneous use

of theory and experiments is called for. Indeed theoretical estimates of



•roso-stctlons and line widths of antoionisation states in an atoa preceded

experimental observation by nearly me year In Lawrence Liveraore Labtratory.

Early atonic apeetroseople studies were guided by the theoretical predictions

enploying Rartrat-Fock (HF) calculations. Bie current Interest i s in deter -

mining energy leve ls , isotope sh i f t s , transition acnents and autoionisation

cross-sections for many aetinide atoms.

Atomic Actinide Speetroecomr

With the advent of high resolution laser spectrosoopy, very accurate data

on energy levels and transition moments for many atoms is made available! How-

ever, there i s scarcity of detailed theoretical Investigations to natch the

vast amounts of emerging experimental data. The efforts are being aade in a l l

leading laboratories in the norld to interpret the observed energy level

structure of atoms as complex as Uranium. laser spectroscopy experiments yield

assignment of parity and angular momentum and In addition distinguish between

ftydberg levels and valence levels in such complex atoms. The classification of

valence levels is made diff icult by Hie large number of levels observed. To

quote an example, in Uranium atom there are 1300 even parity levels and 300 odd

parity levels observed so far. It may be emphasized that with simplest ground

state configuration 5$ 6 cL^fs , some 92,000 emission llneB have been catalo-

gued. However, only a small fraction of them have been assigned so far. The

large number is expected to arise from combination of s ix valence electrons

which hinders attempts to label levels by traditional quantum numbers. As a

guide to physically acceptable low-lying electronic configurations of the fora

£, hC 6 d."1 if- S * with k+1+art-n - 6, an extensive study from theo-

retical predlotions is very v i ta l .
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Scatterira-Photolonigation

•Bie understanding and modelling laser ays tens as well as the ability

to assess the merit of laser 1Botope separation schemes depend on the

availability of cross-sections for various electron collision and photo-

ion ixat ion processes. Major thrust for theoretical effort is required to

develop practical techniques to study these processes. Electron scatter-

ing crosB-section depends directly on matrix element of electronic inter-

action between the continuum electronic states. The computation of these

continual wavefunotions constitutes the major effort in theoretical study

of electron scatter ins processes, i t should also ba mentioned that the

kinetics of laser systems relies on rate coefficients for energy transfer,

photodissociation end ioniaatioa processes. Hence, it is required to

calculate cross-sect ions for reactive and non-reactive processes as well.

Photon physics involves studying interaction of laser beams with atoas

and molecules; and is related to the atomic energy levels and their degene-

racies. In particular, photoionization cross -flection depends on matrix

elements of dipole operator between continuum state and bound electron!*

state, the wavefunetiorafar which have to be obtained from good theoretical

methods.

Brief Description

With this vast scope and ramification of applied atomic physics in

•ind, we have decided to launch an1 extensive project to investigate at'oaio

and ionic properties such as static electromagnetic moments and lifetime*

of the atomic states. It may also be emphasized hers, that energy levels

and transition probabilities depend critically on relativistic corrections

to the electron-electron interaction. Such relativistic calculations are
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performed in very few eases and In a restricted way. We propose to incor-

porate various relativiutio interaction terns on the eane footing aa the

•aln Coulomb interaction term in the Hamiltonian and study the atomic an*

ionic properties in various configurations.

The theoretical Investigations carried out so fax in literature are

based en several approximations wherein only the motion of a few electrons

in the atom outside the "Frozen-Core" is explicitely taken into account .We

wish to formulate the atomic problem much more accurately by treating a l l

the electrons explicit ly in a variational approach based on a generaliza-

tion of the uaual Hartree-Fock formulation. Such generalized multi- shell

tturtree-Fock formalism with configuration mixing (MCHF) and re l s t iv i s t i e

corrections can lead to more accurate atomic wavefunctions from which vari-

ous properties of the many-electron atom can be extracted.

The calculation of coupled matrix elements of Coulomb interaction in

large configuration Bpace is completed. Die second phase of writing a gen-

eralized Rartree-Fock programme is nearing completion. Hie re lat iv is t ic

corrections are being investigated within the Breit»Pauli framework, the

•ulticonfiguratlon mixing RF calculations will be performed after incorpor-

ating these relat ivist io corrections.

The next important phase wil l consist of the generation of good angular

momentum states from the MCHF calculations> Various physical properties «T

the atomic system can be extracted from'such real i s t ic wavefunctions.

Summary

In surmary, the use of lasers to investigate in detail the various as-

pects of the interactions in atoms and molecules is a new subject which is

becoming more and more active. The scientists are conceiving more and more
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eoaplioated experimental situations involving several atomic levels and

numerous l u e r beams. The interpretation of these results shall involve

complicated and sephisticated theoretical methods. The atomic physic is ta

are beginning to explore these new areas, i t is obvious that the coupling

of theory with experiments wouH lead to a better understanding in these

areas of researoh.
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OPTICS

2.1 Laser Phaae and Amplitude Fluctuations in the Fluorescent Dicke Model of

Interacting Atom

S.V.Lawande, B. II. Jag tap and R.R.Puri

A aye tea of V i d e n t i c a l superimposed tvo - l eve l atoms (the Dicke model)

interact ing with one another and driven by a f luctuating laser f i e l d of

f i n i t e phase and amplitude bend widths i s considered. An exact master equa-

t ion for the phase averaged reduced atomic densi ty operator i s derived using

theory of mul t ip l i cat ive s tochas t i c processes . I t i s known that in absence

of amplitude f luc tuat ions , th i s equation admits »i exact steady s t a t e s o l u -

t ion . The exact oolut ion In further used to obtain and analyse the beha-

viour of the phase averaged atomic observables and atomic corre la t ion

functions in Mie steady s t a t e . Principal r e s u l t of our analysis i s that the

phase f luctuations tend to smooth the d i scont inu i t i e s in the cbservables and

the corre la t ion functions found in the non-fluctuating c a s e . Further, Inclu-

ding the amplitude f luctuat ions as well we derive in the high f i e l d l i m i t a

Markov Ian master equation for the density operator averaged over the ensembles

of bcth phase and amplitude f luc tuat ions . Quantum regress ion theorem Is used

to derive and discuss exact analyt ica l expressions for the f luorescent

spectrum and the second order i n t e n s i t y corre lat ion function for a system ;J'

two interacting -Jto.-ra.

2 .2 Spontaneous Emission x Vacuum Fluctuation or Radiation Reaction

R.R.Purl

•Hie r c > of vacuum f luctuat ions and radiat ion react ion in the process

of spontaneous emission is examined with psrt icucular reference to Heisen-

. v liXHS, 3/.HC
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berg-pleture quantum electrodynamics. In this picture the radiation reaction

i t found to be responsible for spontaneous emission i f the equations are

ordered normally. However, in the owe of non-normally ordered equations

there appears to be an explicit contribution to the observable effects from

vacuum fluctuations as well. We point out that thin contribution from the

vacuum field is an artifact of the approximation methods employed for solving

non-normally ordered equations, ohese approximations are the same as those

used in the master equation approach where spontaneous emission appears to be

due solely to the vacuum fluctuations. We show that the vacuum field doesnot

contribute explicit ly in any ordering i f i t is treated exactly as in the

normally ordered equations.

Effecta of Laser Fluctuations on the Driven Pickf Model

R.R.Puri and S.V.Lairande

The exact steady-state solution is presented for the reduced density

operator fer a »Hel of N identical two-Iavel atoms on a single s i te (the

Bicke Ifodrl) driven by a laser field with phase fluctuations. Sxact expre-

ssions are given for the phase averaged atomic observables and atomic

correlation functions of arbitrary order. Results show that the inclusion

of phase fluctuations tends to smooth the discontinuities in the <»bservables

and their correlation functions found in the non-fluctuating resoiant case.

Qnantum fluctuation* are also reduced due to the effects of the phase

fluctuations and with increasing H, the atomic obeervables tend to assume

their semi-classical value.
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2«4 Laser Phase and Amplitude Fluctuations iu the Fluorescent D.'cke Model

n.H. Purl and 5.S. Hassan*

We derive a master equation for the ensemble averaged atomic density

for a system of W identical superimposed two-level atoms (the Dicke model)

driven by an intense, fluctuating laser field of finite phase/amplitude

bandwidth by using the theory of multiplicative stochastic processes. I t

Is shown that in spite of the appearance of tine-dependent terms, this

master equation s t i l l describee a Markov process. Hie quantum regression

theorem can, therefore, be used to calculate the fluorescent spectrum

which is found to consist of a single Lorentzian locsted at the central

driving laser frequency and a sum of symmetrically displaced Lore rttz lane.

there are broadening and narrowing effects. ftie intensity correlations

are also ev. 'uated. Bie results are als'o extended to the case when the

atomic system is in n-photon resonance with the phase fluctuating laser

field*

*• Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt
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j , ffEYNMAN PACT IMEGBALS

3* 1 fat t ^teffrat^on of a Two-Time Quadratic Action

D.C. Khandekar, S.V. lawande and K..V. Bhagwat

In his path integral theory for polarons, Feynman (1955) introduced

for the f i r s t time a non-local quadratic action of the form

s [> (t)l *=. -?• f V a t - fitfjA q ft,*)[* <*> - *<*3
where C(t,s) is (without loss of generality) a symmetric function of t and

e. As a simple way of characterizing memory effects , this action hea since

then Veen used in many physical problem. Apart from its use in the polar on

problem by a number of authors, this action was also considered by Bezak

("97C) for treating an electron gas in a random potential. I t has also

been exploited in the calculation of density of electronic states in

disordered systems (Edwards and Gulyaev 1963) and in discussing the

propagation of wj^es in random media (Chow 1972).

Host of the above applications use either a simple form of the memory

kernel (e .g . G(a,t) - constant, Bezak 1970) or an approximate solution of

the classical equation of motion. Exact propagator for action (1*1) using

Bezak'a kernel was f i r s t obtained by Fapadopouloe (1974) and subsequently

by others (Khandekar et al 1981, Bhara e t al 1982) employing different

techniques of path integration. Explicit evaluation of the propagator for an

arbitrary kernel G(s,t) has received attention only very recently.

In the present paper, we carry out the path integration of the general

action (1.1) within the framework of Peynman's polygonal approach (iteynman

and Hibbs 1905) and in -die spirit of some of our previous work. We obtain an

-*-NE», BARC
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exact analytical fora for the propagator which has the fera ef a free particle

propagator with an "effectire maae" apart froa the noraaiitatien faetar. We

•ko» that both the exponent ana normalisation faoter are related te the aela-

tiena of certain Integra differential equatiana.

fteference*

Admowaki J and Oerlaeh B 19B2 i.llath. Phye. 243-49

Bezak V 1970 proe. R.Sae. k$& 339-354

Chow P 1 1972 J.MatU.Fhya,.^, 1224-36

Shara A t, Biandekar D C, and Lawande 3 V 1982 Vbjw. lett.^iA 5-11

Ciwarda S T and Gulyayer f B 1964 Pree. Pkjr. See. Si* 495-96

Ifcynnan S P 1955 Phy.Rev. 3J 660-^5

Peynman H P and Hlbba AH 1965 Quantua Hechaniet and patta Integral
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Papadepoulea J. 1974 J. Phya. AJ 165-5 •

' •? tlae-Bependent anrariant and Peynaan Prepagater

A.C.Ihaza and S'«T»Lawande

Feynaan path integration la a way te treat anj preblea quantua aeohani-

eal ly . Apart frea the generality of ita applioatlen in different areaa of

phyaicB i t has an extra advantage over saual Sohr'edlnger er Heiaenberg eqna-

tlena ef aetien which we are aare faail iar with. Peynaan path integration

requlree only a knowledge of elaasical aetien er in apeeial clreuaitaneea,£ic

olaaaieal i<agrangian. 9hua * ayatea whioh ean enly be deoeribed through a

classical aetien (aee for e.g.Ref. 1,2)» Peynaan paUi integration la probably

the only reate for treating i t quantua aschanieally. BxpliAit path integra-

tion of any preblea involves a tedina algebrai however, i t appeara te be worth

wklla alMa the. »rapa*ator eontaina aere ihferaatlra than Schrodinger wave
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function.

Recent investigations have shorn that considerable simplification in path

integration can be achieved for system possess ing invariants. Current

res?arch- has shown that i f the system possesses a tine-dependent invariant,

which is at most quadratic in momentum, only certain class of admissible

potentials are allowed. Recently, we have found that the propagator for

these time-dependent problems can be obtained exactly, without carrying out

explicit path integration, i f the propagator for the related time independent

problem can be evaluated. The way this is achieved can be sketched as follows.

Consider a system described by ttie Lagrangian

3j
This system admits an invariant quadratic in momentum |J i f and only i f the

potential V(^t )can be expressed in the form

f
where P,«(<fc; Q are arbitrary functions of their arguments, the system des-

cribed by (1) and (2) possessing a quadratic invariant in momentum, also

encompasses the class of potentials having linear invariant. We also mention

that system (1) can be generalised to linearly damped system with damping

coefficient being arbitrary function of time. That situation can be easily

handled with a mere transformation of dependent variable (Bef 3) . Feynman

propagator for Lagrangian (1) is defined as

where Jtjtyify is the ususal path differential measure and paxra. u.e Btamng at

C\'(i: )= ' <ty and terminating at <l/(t)= f> Tat this class of problems action

integral to (3) can be written as
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t" t" , P r1"

f L d± - ( eLL d t- 4 - 1 L

r = r <* V i ^ - F
L P 2 P

U =

771

The f i rs t constant term in (4) appears as a constant phase factor in (5).

8o the task of finding path integration for I new reduces to finding tiie

propagator for related lagrangian L.»

We now Introduce a tins transformation

which in turn induces a transformation in the measure in (3)» namely '

f
Since c<ft)is a known function of tine

writing

expression (3) becomes
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L e^[p"

where L is L when expressed in new variables T. and C . We have noted L,
o o 3 "

Is explicit ly time independent. So i f we can evaluate the path integral Ko

involving L , path integral K for L also can be obtained exactly. We Also

note that corresponding Hamiltonian for I is nothing but the invariant.

Ihia implies propagator for any problem possessing an invariant can be

expanded in terms of the eigenfunction in term of invariant operator. With

the above technique we have explicit ly derived the propagators for different

potentials, v i s . , x

( i ) time dependent Harmonic Oscillator, V • 5

( i i ) time dependent Harmonic Oscillator with linearly

perturbed force

V =

( i i i ) Time dependent Harmonic Oscillator with a inverse

square potential

V =

Beferences
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4 . HUCLEAH PHYSICS

4»1 Wusiear Structure Physios

Ash ok Kumar and M.R.Gunye

During the l a s t few years , we investigated in d e t a i l the structure of

high spin s ta te s in several rare-earth and trans i t ion nuclei in the M S S

region 150 <C A ,^200 in the framework of aicroecopic many-body foraal laa

with angular nomentua project ion and mac2eon nunber conservation. Shese

inres t lgat ions were carried out by employing the quadrupole plus pairing

interact ion Hamiltonian in a re s t r i c t ed configuration space of two aajor

s h e l l s for both protons and neutrons with the assumption of an inert nor*,

©e experimental energy spectra and B(B2) trans i t ion probabi l i t i es i a r« -

rioua nuc le i could be explained quite s a t i s f a c t o r i l y only after properly

renornalizing the calculated energy spectra and nucleon charges , so aa to

incorporate the e f f ec t s of the neglected core and configuration truncation.

In order to Jus t i fy th i s renornal izat ion prescr ipt ion, we took up the study

of equilibrium deformations,B(E2) values and energy spectra In these nucle i

by considering a l l the nucIcons in the nucleus e x p l i c i t l y in a large con-

f igurat ion space without assuming an inert core . Our detai led inves t iga -

t ions revealed that proper equilibrium deformations of these nucle i could

be obtained by calculat ions in large configuration space after a su i table

choice of the strengths of the quadrupole and pairing in teract ions . With

these strengths of the in terac t ions , our recent i n v e s t i g a t i o n s ' 1 ' showed

that the observed energy spectra and E(E2) values are correat ly reproduced

without resort ing to any renornalization prescr ipt ion .

We have a l so applied th i s microscopic. theory with this s tap le H+P i n -
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teraetlon Haailtonian to study the atcuoture of high apia atatea In aetivw

•ass nuclei with * ^100 where a vast aaount of experimental data i t now

appearing i s literature. Our preliainary investigations indicate that aueh

a aiaple Q*-; force is not adequate in this aasa region* I t la , therefor*t

necessary to employ a real is t ic R-N interaction in order to study the stru-

cture of these aediun BUB nuclei.

References

•fre Trast energy spectra in heavy nuclei without the asauaption of an inert

Core, Ashok Kumar and M.R.Gunye, J.Fhys. 62 (1983) t 91.
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5. FUSION

5«1 numerical Simulation of Laser Itrlven Fusion

N.K.Gupta and S.V.Lawande

Basic to the understanding of various inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

schemes axe numerical simulation experiments. ftiese experiments can be con-

veniently carried out using a hydrodynamic approach for the description of

the pel let plasma, VariouB laboratories in the world engaged IK ICF research

have evolved their own strategies for designing computer siarulation codes.ftie

•ost versatile computer simulation program appears to be LASNEX* ' , a two di-

mensional hydrodynamic code developed at Lawrence livermore laboratory. A

great deal of modelling of the physical processes involved in ICF may,however

be carried out with the nueh simpler one dimensional, programs. The U.K« com-
(2)puter program MEDUSA* ' is one such attenpt and Is primarily intended to sake

exploratory studies with the laser drivers.

It is Intended to develope I:ere a one-dimensional computer program for

the numerical studies of ICF systems. The program should be capable of ana-

lyzing the present day aultilayered structured target designs and should

simulate electron and heavy ion beam. As a f irst step towards i t , the U.K.

program MEDUSA has been obtained fron the C.P.C. program library of U.K. Hhe

program has been made operational on PRIME-45O computer in B.A.R.C. I t has

been fully tested and validated^*' by comparing the results of several test

oases with -those reported in literature.

ftie original version of the program MEDUSA can handle solid, mloroepherea

but is ineapaoie of dealing with more complicated targets such as hollow shel l s ,

multilayered targets, etc . The solid micro-spheres are of limited interests,

while the latter type of targets are much more Important from experimental
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point of view. Hie code does not allow for ionization and recombination

processes which are important in case of medium or Bigh-2 targets. The

preheating because of heat conduction by radiation is also not accounted.

These axe some of the important limitations of the program, "the program has

been modified at a number of p l a c e s ^ to overcome the above limitations.

The necessary nodifications are intended to be carried out ?-«re and work has

been Intiated in this direction.
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5»2 Energy Peposltion of Fast oj -Particles in a Fully Ionized Deuterium-PritiuM

Plasma

S.D. Par an jape, Xi«C.Khandekar and D.C.Sahni

Introduction

Trie accurate simulation of the transport aril energy deposition of fast,

charged particles slowing down in a hot plasma is an important problem in the

context of controlled thermonuclear fusion. Several workers^ *° 8 ' have in-

vestigated the problem of charged particle slowing down in a hot plasma by

various techniques. In this context, ifehlhorn and Sudersti^t have reported



significant difference In the energy-deposition profiles predicted by two

different-disorete-ordinate3 codes, for the same problem. Thus, to obtain

benchmark solutions, we have derived and solved the integral equation for

charged particle transport analytically for a homogeneous medium in the

absence of large-angle scattering. The comparison of the energy-deposition

profile* obtained by us and those of the atultigroup S^ codes reveal that in

the numerical solution, certain ^-particles are aade to deposit their

energy at points more than one range away from their source positions.

r^gj Particle Tranaport Equation

When heavy «(-p»rticlCB BIDW down in a fully ionized hot plasma,consis-

t i t£ oi' lighter particles-fleuteronB, tritone and electrons,-the ^-particle

trajectories can be assumed to be straight lines between two large t.ngle

scattering coll isions. In the continuous slowing down approxinatlon ' the

effect of Coulomb collit>5ons can be accounted for by an acceleration ter».

The «^-particle transport equation then beconeo:

ie the aacroscopic total cross-section for large angle coll isions}

is the total BOUXCC strength of e(-particle8 j H is the number

«"en3ity of o(-particles in phsae-spacef V denotes the space

and\> denotes the velocity with respect to a stationary reference

frams; 0. C'r^jt) is acceleration due to collisions with plr-ama particles.

We choose the ini t ia l time t - 0 such that S ( i % \ £ t ) - 0 fer t = 0,

for a l l "j? andvT. n ( ^ i ? , 0 ) - 0 .
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After simplification,
CO

Energy Deposition Profiles for a Benchmark Problem

We considered a monoenergetic isotropic source of 3»5 MB? ©(-partioles

placed in sphere of radius BQ at the centre of a uniform d-t plasm of radius

R. Let Re and Ifl be the number densities of electrons and lone respectively.

Using the expression for H(t?,Y,t) from equation (6 ) , the energy deposited i.e

ions by o(-particles in a cone between I* • ^ and l» - Hj_ can be eraluatei

from

the energies E are defined by

A siai lar expression holds for the energy deposition to electrons. We

use Ho - 0.7742 cm| density of the plasma (DT 50J*t - 5QJ<) - 0.2125 ga/ea3,tfee

electron and ion tempera.tures Be- &i * 50 KeVj «(-partiol* in i t ia l energy,

S o » 3«5 »*T, zone thickness > O.7742 ea* Here we compare the energy deposi-
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tion profi les with those obtained by a numerical Bolution of the problem by

the computer code TIMEX-EP (straight l i n e r in figure 1 and 2 .

Conclusion

The sharp cut-offs in the energy deposition profi les are not reproduced

accurately by the S_ so lut ions . Physically an o ( -par t i c l e cannot deposit i t s

energy at a point more than one range away from i t s orig in , the multigroup

Sj. d iscret i sat ion procedure artif ic ial ly makes some e<-partielea deposit their

energy at points that they can not physically reach, ttie inabi l i ty of the

multigroup Sw method to provide accurate solutions to Isolated source problems

i s not surprising. These methods are primarily designed for solving neutron

transport problemB where large angle scattering predominates, and the particle

angular fluxes are nearly isotropic . ttie curvature coeff ic ients used in

curved geometries have been e x p l i c i t l y obtained to yield the correct solutions

for isotropic angular f luxes . The angular flux is highly anisotropic especia-

l l y near the sharp cut offs one range away from the source. Ihus,the numerical

solutions provided by the S^ codes are l ike ly to provide energy deposition pro-

f i l e s that extend over larger regions than is physical .
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6. PARTICLE TOAHSPCRT THEORY

6.1 Integral transform Method for Solving Multi-Dimensional Neutron Transport

Problema

Tinod Kumar and D.C.Sahni

Introduction

I t i s well known that the analytical solut ion of neutron transport

equation in seven-dimensional phase space ( H . ^ F , / I , t ) i s so d i f f i c u l t

that, except in simplest oases , approximate forms of the transport equation

must be used. Although, various analytical methods are available for treat-

ing the one-group e r i t i c a l i t y problem in simple one-dimensional s i tuat ions ,

i t i s e i ther impossible or extremely d i f f i c u l t to generalize any of these

methods to treat the multi-dimensional systems. We have obtained accurate

analytical solutions of the integral form of Boltsmann equation for some

Idealized multi-dimensional convex and homogeneous assemblies with aniootro-

pic scattering^ . In this summary, we present the application of integral

transform method to solve the one-group c r i t i c a l i t y problem for a homogeneous

cylinder of f i n i t e height with general anisotropic scat ter ing. Also,numeri-

ca l resu l t s are presented for the one-grcup o r i t i o a l i t y problem when sca t t er -

ing i s l inearly anisotropic. We also wish to present the comparison of our

numerical resu l t s with those obtained by discrete ordinate method in RTZ

geometry.

Integral Transform Method

One of. the interesting analytical methods i s the integral transform method

introduces by Asaokax *7t as j method and developed for one-dimensional
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assemblies by Kjsehwendt*-* , Csrlvlk^5' and Vtemhd^K I t was shown by

Xsehwendt that the method eons iota of taking the Fourier transform of flux

over the finite region of the system and then expanding i t in a series of

spherical Bessel functions. Wiie representation transforms the integral

transport equation to a set of J !•>• «r algebraic equations of expansion co-

efficients* Kschwendt further sl;r*ed the equivalence of the method develo-

ped by Asaoka in the transformed space and by Carlvik in the Euclidean

space. Henbd approached the problem In a unified way to treat al"" the

one-dimensional problems.

later, Boffi and tfolinari^ proposed the ainilar treatment for three-

dinenslonal rectangular parallelopiped. But the main difficulty in apply-

ing these techniques to multi-dimensional problems stem from the fast that

the kernel of the integral transport equation for total flux with isotropio

scattering exp(-E 17?-n' I} /jjf-jt'l2" e 0 U P l e t a 1 1 * e o l j t eo-ordinatPB Tl vA

"fli . However, i t was shown by Sahni that the kernel of the transformed

integral equation could "be factored into i t s components In Fourier space.

This factorization of the kernel is obtained by introducing an additional

integration which could be approximated by a high precision K-polnt Gaussian

quadrature formula. Baasini e t aL extended the method to mono-energetic

problem in rectangular geometry with anlsotropic scattering by working In

the Euclidean space. However, numerical results were given for isotropie

scattering only. Kumar and Sahni' developed the integral transform me-

thod to solve one-group integral transport equation for the er i t i ca l i ty of

a convex and homogeneous multi-dimensional assembly, when scattering Is

linearly anisotropic. numerical results of one-group cr i t lcal i ty problems
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for an infinite homogeneous rectangular prism (2a, 2b) and a homogeneous

cylinder of f inite height (2R, 2H) were presented when scattering is

linearly anisotropic* .

In this summary, we present the techniques, that were developed for

solving the integral transport equation for the cr l t i ca l i ty of a cylinder

of finite height with general anisotropic scattering. For this purpose,

we expand the scattering function and the angular flux in the series of

spherical harmonic moments, thereafter, we write the integral transport

equations for the Fourier transformed spherical harnonic momenta of the

angular flux. In conformity with the integral transform method, the ker-

nels of these integral equations are represented in their respective

factarized forms by using a new mathematical representation. The factor-

ization is achieved by introducing an additional integration over the

variable u in the transport equations. Also, the kernels of these inte -

gral equations are decomposed into their respective degenerate fom,which

is composed of a series of products of suitable spherical Bessel functions.

The Fourier transformed spherical harmonic moments are also decomposed

into separable form by expanding thea in a series of product of spherical

Bessel functions, commensurate with the symmetry of a cylinder of f inite

height. These series expansions contain only non-trivial expansion co-

efficients and could be truncated after few terns. The cr i t i ca l i ty problem

of a cylinder of f inite height i s , then, posed by the Matrix eigenvalue

problem whose eigenvector is composed of the above mentioned coefficients.

The matrix element could be evaluated by carrying out the integration over

the variable u by gauss quadrature formula. For this purpose, the weight

function W^f U.) which is oscillatory in nature for fCj/tj i s sp l i t into

two parts as follows:
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where, VVfi (i\) and W^ £"M) are positive and finite function* of

1L6((J,«O") and W ^ C ^ ) - > 0 as U_-^«O . Wierefore, the Gauss

quadrature integration could be carried out by generating the Gauss quad-

rature weights and directions far the positive weight functions W ^ "

instead of W*,0»O * Now» *° calculate the general matrix element one

has to calculate the weighted sun of presets of integral BeBsel function*

N which is given aa follows:-

\ 5 0

0

where,/ is a non-negative integer and the argument jp> , but for a oonstant

is equal to the Gauss quadrature direction. We have derived certain recur-

sion relations for evaluating these integrals analytically. Finally, we

obtain the expansion of spherical harmonic aoaents of angular flux in Eucli-

dean co-ordinate epa*e by talcing the inverse trans fora of their counterpart

in the transferees space. Numeriaal results for one-group oritieality of a

cylinder of finite height with linearly anisotropio scattering are given In

Table (1). The error analysis of eigenvalue for a finite cylinder (R«H)with

respect to order of Gauss quadrature order and the nuaber of term retained

in the series expansion of transformed spherical harnonic mnaents, is also

calculated^10^.

Conclusions

Thus, an analytical aethod has been developed for calculating the one-

group criticality of a cylinder of finite height when scattering is aniso -
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tropie • The nunerical results of linearly anlsotrople scattering oaa serve

as standards against whieh other nunerioal solutions could be eonpaxei. At

present, we are working out the comparison of our results with 8g methods la

two-dimensions namely with OTOTRAH. This comparison will be presented in the

paver accompanying this sumnary.
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Table - (1)

Criticality factor 'C1 for finite cylinder (2B,2H) for four value of

JZ p O.Ot O.I, 0.2 and 0.3 using quadrature formula of order 1 6 . / T I B

the average cosine of the scattering angle.

B/H

0.5

1.0

2 .0

5-0

0.5

2.96344

3.06715

3.1900*

3-33955

2.19745

2.26163

2.33750

2.42943

1.63817

1.87761

1.92J71

1.97896

1.66557

1.68923

1.71594

1.74673

1.0

2.62343

2.70527

2.80171

2.91832

1.85934

1.91003

1.97001

2.04269

1.5006B

1.53163

1.56793

1.61177

1.32795

1.34520

1.36512

1.38861

2.0

2.47374

2.54120

2.* 1957

2.71281

1.70388

1.74420

1.79158

1.848!>8

1.33972

1.36309

1.39079

1.42437

1.16172

1.17331

1.18700

1.20352

5.0

2.40967

2.46886

2-53633

2.61459

1.63431

1.66769

1.70627

1.75171

1.26435

1.28210

1.30296

1.32797

1.08084

1.08773

1.096 01

1.10616
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6*2 A Wen Annular Biasing Scheme for Deep Penetration Problem In 3-D by Monte Carlo

8.R. Dwivedi, H.C.Gupta and B.P.Bastogi

Introduction

With proper variance reduction techniques, Monte Carlo method ha*

beooae a common tool for neutron and gaana transport calculation in thiok

shields. 3bere ie a general feeling that any new variance reduction t*ah_

nique w i l l produce only marginal benefit, because moot of the techniques

concern only with the biasing of the space transition kernel. To obtain

substantial reduction in variance, one has to go to zero-variance biasing

schemes'1 • ' , which involve the biasing of both the kernels, the transition

as well as col l is ion kernel. For one dimensional deep penetration problems,

the zero variance scheme corresponds to exponential biasing for the spaa*

transition kernel and a new angular biasing scheme for col l is ion kernel* .

Introduction of this angular biasing scheme resulted in reduction of vari-

ance by two orders of Magnitude. Bie purpose of the present paper i s to

extend this scheme to three dimensional shield problem!.

Pteory

The zero variance biasing scheme for last event estimator for reaction

rate calculation is

, P ' ) =

(2)

where P = C^/-Q:>&) represents a point in phase space, C(P,JP) and B(P",

P') represent the transition and col l is ion kernels respectively for the ana-
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log game, C(t»,P) and S(P'*,P') represent the kernels respectively for the

biased game. "V (?) is the adjoint of collision density and M,(P) is de-

fined as followst

—* / y- J * T ^ ' (3/

let us consider a 3-0 homogeneous shield of thickness 1, length A and

width B having a rmoenergetie source of particles at its left surface in

the x-y plane. We are interested in calculating the total leakage of parti-

eles from the right surface parallel to the source plane. Hie leakage prob-

lem oan be easily converted into a reaction rate problem by extending the

parallelopiped to infinity in positive Z direotion and defining « pure abso-

rbing modiua after Z - T.

For using the zero variance biasing schema we require the knowledge of

the adjoint functions V (?) «nd M,(P). l*t us consider the simplest trial

function for *f (P) as

where b is a known parameter. £ ^ tbe total cross •section of the homogeneous

oediua with scattering probability C. By using this slaple fora for ̂  (P)

the biased kernels oan be obtained as

_
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where

and Ro( H.j SL ) is the distance to the boundary from point Jc along

direction Ji.. The biased transition kernel i s the well known exponential

biasing with the added constraint that the particle is not allowed to leak

out through the undesired surfaces. The biased coll is ion kernel (eq.6) is

the new angular biasing scheme which forces the particle to travel towards

the required surface.

numerical Calculations

A simple Monte Carlo program was set up on CTBBi 177/50 computer to

perform the leakage calculations for monoenergetic particles emitted by pa-

rt ic le source at Z . 0 plane. The shield thickness of 20 mean free path was

considered* The cross-section area of the parallelopiped was taken as 5X5

mean free paths. Many values were taken for scattering probability of the

medium* The problem was solved by two biasing schemes, viz . ( i ) the stand-

ard exponential biasing scheme and ( i i ) the present zero variance biasing

•ebeae given by eqns. (5) and (6) .

The new angular biasing scheme involves extra calculational timt in

selecting the new direction. Henoe, the comparison between the two schemes

was made by a benefit factor defined as

Ivariance X Computer
Benefit Factor-

variance X Computer tiae^J Present Sen.

The benefit factors as a function of biasing parameter for a represent-

ative case are presented in Table - 1. i t is observed that the present
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•eheae Is better than exponential biasing scheme. In the present scheme,

there 1* lot of scope for improvements, for example, * better tr ial fun-

ctlon for the importance function ^ (P) and a si«ple recipe f °r *h*

selection of the new angle will result in a considerable improvement In

benefit factor.

Conclusions

A new angular biasing scheme has been proposed for deep penetration

problem In thick 3-D shields. The new scheme is better in comparison to

the standard exponential biasing schews for the test problem considered.

Itie zero variance biasing schemes developed for reaction rate evaluation

can be successfully used for leakage calculations and could result in a

sufficient improvement over the exponential biasing scheme.
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Table-1. Benefit Factor For the Present Scheme For a 20 MFT-

Deep Penetration Problem

Scattering Probability C - 0.5; No.of Particle Historles-12500

Biasing
Parameter

Present Scheme

Tarlance

•10'.20
Variance
•CPU Tine

* 1 ec.

Exponential
Scheme

Variance Variance

•10",20 *CPU time

Benefit factor

0.99

O.?8

0-97

0.96

0.95

0.94

0.95

0.92

0.91

0.90

2.63

1.33

0.85

0.76

.0.7*

1.09

1.12

1.28

1.18

1.30

1(6.0

136.7

120.9

136.5

168.6

281.fi

336.7

433.9

430.3

524.0

14.90

6.95

3.70

20.30

4.41

2.77

3.21

1.67

3.54

5.30

1741

1568

1218

8270

2103

1506

1977

1145

2610

4216

10.5

11.5

10.1

60.6

12.5

5.4

5.9

2.6

6.4

8.0

* CPU tine on CTHEB 177/30
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6.3 Hiportance Biasing Scheme a for Peep-Penetration Problem

H.C. Gupta

Zero-variance biasing schemes for the spatial and energy-angle factors

of the transport kernel have been already developed for e«tiaating reaction

rate type integrals using various estimators. These schemes are now being

used for solving practical deep-penetration problem. <Rie zero - variance

scheme for last event estimator, which was successfully used in one-dimen -

sional shield, has been extended to J-D shield problems. Biis has resulted

In a new angular biasing scheme which has reduced the variance by an order

of nagnitude.

Based on the zero-variance biasing scheme for expectation estimator,an

inportant biasing scheme was also developed for 1-S slab shield problem .On

comparing the results with those of last event estimator i t was observed

that for shields with materials of snail scattering probabilities the expe-

ctation estimator perforne better than the last event estinator.

6.4 Solution of Steady State Fokkcr-Plancic Equation Wear an Absorbing Sphere

D.C.Sahni

Steady state, spherically symmetric Fokker-Planck equation fcr Brovmian

•otion is solved in an infinite honogeneous nedlum surrounding & perfectly

absorbing sphere. 35ie solution is obtained fcy expanding the distribution

functions in terms of Burnett functions. It is shown that the final solu-

tion consists of arc asymptotic mode, found earlier and a set of transient

nodes that dearef-.se exponentially with the distance from the centre. Huae-

rical results in t.l? approximation indicated that the transient modes have

only a snail influence in bhe determination of the coagulation coefficient.
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6.5 Evaluation of the Linear Extrapolation Distance for Strotm Hcutron

Absorbers by the S Method
. n

D.C.Sahni and K.'C.Sjostrand

Die neutron flux distribution has been oaloulated around a eylindrical

totally-absorbing rod laaersed in snderators of various sice and degree of

absorption. Isotropio scattering was assumed -i well as a unifora source ,

distribution. Eroa the results obtained with a standard AHISH code the

linear extrapolation distance was derived. I t was found necessary to intro-

duce a correction for the fact that AHISN does not give an exaet balance bet-

ween production and loss-of neutrons. After such a correction the linear

extrapolation distance could be obtained to an accuracy of 1-2J{. Through

using two different definitions of the extrapolation distance, It was pos-

s ible to reproduce the values of Pellaud (1968) and Isakova (1966) and to

explain the difference between their results .

6.6 Coaplex Tine Eigenvalues of the One Speed Keutron Transport Equation for a

Hoaogeneous Sphere

E.B. Dahl and B.C.Sahni

' The time eigenvalue spectrua of the one-speed, isotropio scattering

neutron transport equation has been steadied for a homogeneous sphere with *

vacuua boundary conditions. There is a close relationship between tht tiae

eigenvalue problem and the er i t iea l i ty problea of the tiae Independent equa-

tion for the same nodel. I t is shown that this relation holds even when the

tiae eigenvalues are complex. Using Carlvik's aethod to solve the cr i t ics -

l l t y problem, i t is shown that coaplex tiae eigenvalues do actually exist

_.~.-^ Chalmers Vnlversity of Technology, Coteborg, Sweden
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for this Model problem. 5hus the real eigenvalue* fount by Tan Sort o r

«o not fora the complete speetrun.

6»7 Convergence of Discrete Ordinates Iteration Scheme

S.H.G.VenoTi awl B.C.Sahni

The discrete ordinates aethod for solving the steady state transport

equation uses a two stage iteration strategy, naaely, inner and outer i t -

erations for the convergence of the within group scattering source «n4

fission source respectively. Hie commonly employed inner Iteration process

is essentially the method of multiple collisions and i t s convergence has

been proved for simple problems only ' . All the cases studied assune

isotropic scattering.

We have analysed the convergence of the inner iterations for the plane

Re one try transport equation tiiscrotised using the step characteristic sche-

mes^' . 'JSie relevant equations can be written as

Here /</t- is the angular...transfer function from /t\ , to /£ while the other

symbols have their usual meaning. Incorporating the usual boundary conditions

(which may be vaniuim, reflective, periodic or white) we cast Eqs.(i) and (2)
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in a Mtrix fora,

where W and S are (2nM x 2vM) •atricea ( n la the number of aeah Interval*

and H la the quadrature order) ani iff and <? axe 2nM diaenelonal veotora,

ISie properties of the matrices are then atudiei and i t haa been ahown that

the iteration matrix T - fiT S la convergent, that i s , al l the eigenvalues

of T have magnitudes leaa than unity. The special case of isotropio scat-

tering and vacuua boundary conditiona have been further analyaed and i t ia

found that in this case, the eigenvaluea of T are real . this reault leads

to the conclusion that Ohebyshev extrapolation aoheaea, uaing the spectral

radius of the iteration matrix, can be rigorously employed fox accelerating

convergence.

It may be possible to extend thlk work to include other spatial differeneing

schemes^' and geometries. An analysis of the truncation error of the step

characteristics soheme may be possible using the properties of the •»trices

H and S. Furthermore, the convergence of the inner-outer Iteration schene

for K-eigenvalue problems nay be attempted along the lines of this work.
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6*6 Solution of Transport Equation by Collocation jtethoi

M.K.Srivaatara and S.V.S.lfenon

Collocation aethod waa need to aolve the Integral neutron transport

equation for an infinite spatially lnhoaogeneoua alab problem, Bie inho-

aogeneoua distribution CC>O*GQ»^9t of •»•» nuaber of eecondariee per

collision ia of aoaa Interact In Modelling the perioaio lattioea.Ibe usual

projection aethod foraalisa beooata too coapllcatH to handle nueerically.

Collocation «thod, which la eaaentlalljr a delta function weighting aeheae

in the Galerkln'a aethoa* la slapl* to apply to ouch probleMi.

We have cenaiderea ttw integral matron tranaport equation for the

above problea, that ia,

/

-a.

•here C(J/j= O)Cfl3^VW • *»loyIng the tranaforaationa, X/a ~> ̂  » <

= <d>a { ^(ajx-jri) V^J Cojb^ *y (2)

•her«B-p>a . Let < / ^ ) *• xepreaented aa

Here only even expansion of Cbetgraheir polynomial haa been uaed

Since iy (3c} ia an even function M eeen froa B4P«(1). Substituting Eqn.

(3) in (2) and writing Sin.(2) for V collocation potato 3* (î w41 N) bet-

ween -1 and 1 we have

rJ __ N

L : ^ J^., ^ ; . «. — 1. nGi^^) ( 4 )
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where

(5)

Eqn.(4) i t an algebraic ays ten which can be solved to evaluate C - C_

a j B 0 the coefficient*g . ahe sere* and ext-and C » CQ

reaa of ^u(x) aa the collocation points for various order of approximation

were used in the calculations. It is seen that N - 10 i s enough for obta-

ining converged solutions, However, for higher values of 'a1 and k we

have to take N > 10,say, N - 16. In the following table, we give the resu-

l t s for some typical cases of tigb which gives the maxiwim and average

values of mean No.of secondaries per col l i s ion.

h » 0.0

a - 0.1

a » 10.0

a - 50.0

jj - 0.5

a - 0.1

a - 10.0

a - 50.0

°.a*

3.83031

1.00714

1.00032

3.97092

1.02043

1.00408

. C a v

3-83031

1.00714

1.00032

3.80752

0.97844

0.96276

fe » 1 .

a> 0.

a*10.

a-50.

/»« I

a - 0

a .10

a »50

0

10

0

0

/*.

.1

.0

.0

c
•ax

4.42307

I.04050

1.00815

5.43472

1.06338

1.01279

C. tv

3.72189

0.87555

0.84833

3.45985

0.67697

0.64476

.; I t is an interesting conclusion that (C ) < (C ) . "ftiat is ,the

eon ine distribution of C(x) requires on the average lose number of second-

aries per col l is ion for cr i t ical i ty than the uniform distribution.
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In thia method, the use of Chebyshev polynomials (which acre the best

approximation polynomials in the range -1 to 1 according to Chtbyahev

theorem) does not complicate the problem as we do not use the orthogonal

properties of Chebyschev'0 polynomial for evaluating the coeffieienta.

6.9 Collision probability Method and the Evaluation of the Collision

Probabilities

Ben Prafcha Raghav

The f la t flux collision probability (CP) approximation converges to-

wards the exact solution as the number of zones(N) increases. Since the

2 * • •

number of CP's to be computed varies as H , the calculation of an optically

large media or the one in which there is a strong flux gradient, can become

impractical. This problem is further aggrevated, i f a numerical integration

is needed in the calculation of CP's,for instance, in cylindrical geometry.

To improve the efficiency of the CP method in such eases,two approaches

have been followed*

(*) Multifunction Expansion Method

One such approach is to use more than one expansion function

per zone,so that the local flux gradients can be taken into

account. For this purpose,a multilayer elab geometry has been

considered and in each region flux is expanded in Legendre

functions. Use of Iegendre polynomials makes i t possible to

evaluate the expansion coefficients by recurrence relations,

(b) Evaluation of the Probabilities by Approximate Method3

Another approach is to approximate the col l is ion probabilities

"by gone simple eaj'resaiono. Tne transmission sine! the escape

pro^AbJlitica for •ho s.ruuilar cylindrical geoicatry have been

i:;-.t;j.*!j«.:',.i in lor-.is Of polyneroimls as wall »B in terns of
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7. REACTCR PHYSICS

Interface Current Method for PHWR Cluster Geometry

P.D.Krishnani and B.P.fiastogi

Introduction

In pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWHs) various approaches are

used for calculating latt ice properties. Bie simplest approach is that

of four factor formula coupled with two group leakage model, which is

computationally very fast . The other commonly used technique i s based

on few group diffusion or transport theory. However, these methods re-

quire certain empirical adjustments to force agreement with experiments.

Nevertheless, they do serve as useful tools for in i t ia l design and sur-

vey type calculations.

In order to overcome the diff icult ies of these semiempirical tech-

niques, one invariably uses multigroup transport theory methoda.ln PHWR
•t

cluster geometry one normally uses col l is ion probability (P,..) method

for solving integral transport equation. However, the computational ef-

fort required in this method is quite large, especially, i f the col l is ion

probabilities are to be calculated by Carlvik's method of direct integra-

tion. Therefore, this method is seldomuBed for design calculations ana

can, at best, be used for verification and standardization purposes.

We have developed a different approach , which combines the P..

method in small scale with large scale interface currents method. Biis

judicious combination of the two methods makes i t possible to obtain a

useful scheme for analysing PHWR latt ice cel ls containing fuel in the

fora of cluster in which fuel pins are arranged in various rings symmetrically.
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Brief Description

We shall consider a cylindriealized latt ice ce l l only. In our method,

the whole cylindricalized latt ice ce l l is divided into M annular regions,

which are co-axial with respect to the centre of the latt ice c e l l . Of these,

f i r s t H regions, each of which contains fuel pins of & particular rins of

fuel cluster completely within i t , are further subdivided into N zones. Re-

maining regions are homogeneous regions. These IT, r e g l o n 8 m QaUeA r l n g 0

in our notation. It i s assumed that a ring contains the aane type of fuel

rods and they are symmetrically situated, BO that the flux Been by each of

the fuel pins in a ring is J;he same. The interaction between variouB tones

within a ring and their contribution to outgoing currents at inner and outer

surfaces of the ring are calculated by -the P. . aethoci. Each region i* con-

nee ted to neighbouring regions by interface currents. 3hus, we have to •»«!

with several snail subsystems, which is easier in practice than with one

large one. If the following two assumptions are made, namely, (1) scalar

flux Is constant in each honogeneous zone of the region and (2) the incoming

and outgoing angular flux at a surface can be expanded as

where N. is the number of terns retained in the expansion, J 4 - ^ are the

expansion coefficient*and Ml. tSt-) are the linearly-independent functions,

and are known as representation functions. Then, the col l is ion rate in cone

£ of region n (which ia surrounded by the surfaces n-1 and n) in group g can

be given by

(2)
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with

•here 1,3 * f , 2 — , IT for n^»r ana 1,J • 1 for a > »r .

In aquation (2)# <\ la tha eigenvalue ani *)( la the fission spe«tr«s). 9M

expansion coefficients aorresponaing io Ilia outgoing eurrents oaa bo obta>

lnai froa tha following Matron oonaerr«tion ralationa i

(Si

For ai«plioity, wa have oaitted tha auperacrlpt n on varloua quantitiaa

auoh u S j j , Vj t ^ - q > P*'̂  *to.« In tha abore oqnationa. But It

la to be borne In Bind that thaw xofar to ntii region. It Is to ba notM

that "arloua P'a hav* thalr uaual algnlfloanoa In teraa of probabllitia«

only for 5 ^ - 1 . for i,V> \ they io not ham aueh phyaleal algnifloaiiaa.

BoweTer» oonrantlonally, all the ooefflelenta P are called probabilities*

Stay obey some of the oonaerratlon and raoiprooity relatlone.

of Brobabllitlea

In thla Bethod, aoat of the eoaputer tlae la apent In the preealculatioa

of varloui probabilitiaa for all the croups* In order to increase the effi-

eienoy of ibla aathoi* wa oaloulate tha various probabilltiea aa laaarlbai

below*

In all tha reglone, full use i s sale of reciprocity an! conservation

relations. Only indepanient probabilities are oalsulated. InsMs each ring*
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the** arc calculated by Carlvik's method of direot integration* 'or

homogeneous region*, different approximations are uses: for various probabi-

l i t i e s . ' Kennedy•• approximation* is used for calculating PVj. and ¥yo *

Bonaluai's pseudoline«r * approximation * kind seoond order correction

to i t is used for calculating rest of the probabilities except those of

transmission probabilities from outer surface to outer surface of the

region ( I . ) a» this was not found to be good in this case. For

calculating F*00 eff iciently, we introduced another scheme which we

shall cal l the exponential Gauss Quadrature formula'(SGQF). m this scheme,

the integrand is represented by a power series multiplied by an exponential

(weighting function) ooapared to the normal GausB scheme where the whole

integrand is represented only by a power series ( i . e . , the weighting function

i s unity). It was found that the second order BSQF was sufficiently accurate

for K (ratio of inner to outer radius of the region) greater than 0.5 but

It gives nore error for snail k. therefore, one requires a higher order

BGQP for saall k. However, i t was diff icult to calculate the quadrature co-

efficients for U ^ 5» In order to overcome this diff iculty, we combined the

P-L approximation and second order BGQF. this can be considered as a pseudo

3* order BGQF. In this method, the range of integration is divided into two

parts. The P-L approximation is used in the f i r s t range and second order

BGQF in the other range of integration. 1MB method was found to be very .

successful. .

- - Ihls way of calculating various probabilities was found to save a lo t of
•7

computer time without affecting the results appreciably. .

Keaulte and Conclusions

:;N ,̂ JPfer»V"t,.̂ e used cosine current approxi mat log ( is otropic flux approximation)
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at region interfaces. It wu found that the flux distribution obtained by

the present aethcd was very sensitive Vt the choice of aesh •pacing la the

•oderator region ( Af^m) for large lattice pitch oaie* However,the results

•ere rather insensitive to AR»t for lo* pitch caee. therefore, a proper

choice of Aftm *ae found to be eeeential In order to get goo* reeulta. For

given aoderatort the optimisation of Al^, oan be done onoe for all . Even

though the need for optimising &%i le soaewhat disturbing, the present

wthod haa the adrantage that the required computational effort la very

saall compared to that of the P.. aethod. In f«ot««e have observed that

saving in computer tlae Is by a factor aa auch ae 20-40 for large pltoh

ease. Another advantage of the present aethod i» that i t require* very leas

eoaputer aeacry compared to *,, aethod.

lhen we aeeuaed Pf and P« (3 ter»? only) erpanaiont for angular flax

at region Interfaoee. The results of Pj expansion were generally good bat

the results of P« expansion with only 3 tersa wer» alaoat Matching with

those of the P.. aetiiod. therefore t the results oorreapondlng to P« half*

spue expansion of angular flux (3 terse) oan be taken aa standard reeults

In the present aethod. • Iren with Pg approxlaation, there waa considerable

saving In ooaputsr tlae and coaputer aeaory boapared to that of the P.,

aethod. then various experiments of 7-t 19-» and 28-rod fuel clusters with

»2O and air coolants were analysed. It was found that accurate uredletlon

.•* Koo » \tt <n>d r ** o t i 0 ° '*tes oan be obtained without any optiaisatlon

of &*u.

So conclusion, we can say that the oosiae current approxlaatlen with

proper aesh spacing in the aoderater oan be used for routine as well as

design and survey type of analysis. There can be saving in ooaputsr tlaa
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requirements by a factor,'as much as JO-40 in the present method compered

to P. . method. However, if one wants to avoid the problem of ehooBing a

proper Inesh Bpacing in the moderator, then the P, half space expansion of

angular flux is generally adequate in all the oases, instead of P̂ < me-

thod, the P half space expansion of angular flux can be used for compari-

son and standardization purposes, which takes nuch leas computer time than

the Pj . method.
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7*2 Suitable Choice of Angular Current Approximations for 2-t Neutron Transport

P.Mohanakrishnan and B.P.Rastogi

Introduction

In the interface current approach^ ' to neutron transport the accuracy

of the approach depends on the choice of angular current approximations at
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region interfaces. The aim of this work is to find a ohoiee of angular

current approximation which is applicable even in 2-D transport problems

involving sharp flux gradients. Pj half space expansion had been used by
M-7)

others N ' ' with unsatisfactory results in problem* wltb large flux gra-

dients like controlled BWR assembl ies* 2 ^ 4 ) . Results of using K aalf-
(a) (a)

space expansion-are reported h e r e * ' " 7 ' . I t is also shown that out of

the s ix term of such a Pg half space expansion* only four terse are im-

portant and are sufficient to reproduce the results of P2 naif spaoe

expansion even in problens with sharp flux gradients.

P« Half Space Expansion

A computer code H1CANT(8) h a 8 been developed to solve neutron trans-

port equation in 2-D rectangular geometry with PR half space expansions to

represent angular currents at region interfaces. A Pg expansion of the

current normal to surface denoted by J(£y(p ) ean be written in 2-D geowtry

Here ft i» the angle oade by the neutron direction with a plane passing

through surface normal and perpendicular to the problem plane. Angle d la

the angle made by the projection of neutron direction on the • above* plane

with the surface normal.

Analysis of Benchmarks and Results

Four 2-D benchmarks arranged In Increasing order of complexity shown
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in Fig-1 «ere analysed, fliey are ( l ) simple BWR assembly (2 energy group),

(11) Wlnfrlth-1 (homogenl8ed-6 energy groups), (111) Sac lay (2 energy groups)

and (iv)' Winfrith-2 (homogenised-6 energy groups), Cross-aections for

benchmarkB ( i ) and (111) were available from references (2) and (10) ,

respectively. For benchmarks ( l l ) and ( lv ) , the s ix group croea-sectiona
(11)of each fuel ce l l were obtained by homogenising* ' fuel, clad and moderator

cross-sections specified by Hals al l 1

The results of using PQ, P1 and P. half space expansions are given in

TabJe-I. Biey are compared with the results of using four terns (P1

expansion + one additional term from P^ expansion). It is found that with

the termj'! C&s A the results are very close to that of P- expansion.

Use of the other two terms results In multiplication factorG close to that

of using P* expansion.

3tie four term expansion results (with f. Cc.sfl ar- the fourth term)

are compared with those of other neutron transport methods in Table-II.

The other neutron transport methods include discrete ordinate method-TOOIBA

Monte Carlo method-MOlMLI^14' and f irst flight coll ision probability method-

BOCOP* ', Diffusion theory results are taken from reference (3) and (11).

Considering the severity of the benchmarks, accuracy of RICAWT is good.

It can be seen that as the severity of the benchmarks increases, the spread

of multiplication factors calculated by different methods also increases.

For example, in the moet severe benchmark (No-IV), the difference in multi-

plication factors between RICAWT and TXOTRAN 1B 0.011 and maximum difference

in power distribution (not shown here) is only I.856. It should be mentioned

that earlier analysis^ ' » ' 4 ' of controlled BVvB assemblies had shown 6jt

differences between power distributions calculated by using interface
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current iwthod with P, expansion and f i r s t f l ight coll ision probability

method. Both the above sets of workers' " did not quote the difference

In Multiplication factors.

Conclusions

Tjae of a P, half space expansion in representing angular currents at

region interfaces is necessary for analysing tiie usually encountered 2-0

fuel lattice ce l l problems of thermal reactors. A four t e n expansion

(P expansion + one tera of the additional three terms of a P, expansion)

is found to give reliably accurate results in such latt ice c e l l problems

of varying complexity.
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Table - I

Multiplication Factors »f Twt-Dimenai.inal Benchnarks Calculated by Interface

Current Approach (R I C A N T)

Angular current
expansion

PQ (1 tern)

Pr (3 terra)

P2 (6 teria)

F.UT

termi

( l ) COM po*B^*

( l l ) CB« p C»s <f>*

(111) COB Q COS (p%

Simple BWR
assembly

1.195

1.2160

1.2137

1.2136

1.2160

ln^* 1.2160

Winfrith - 1
(honogeniaei)

0.865

0.8497

0.8525

0.8532

-

-

Saclay

0.944

0.8683

0.8727

0.8728

0.8687

0.8702

Winfrith - 2
(hseogenised)

0.924

0.8203

-

0.8256

-

-

tf»

* Description of the fourth t e n .



Table - II

Multiplication Factors of Tw» Dimensional Benchmarks

Analysed by Different Method*

Method

Diffusion Theory

Interface Current (RICANT)

Discrete Ordinate (TTOTRAH)

Mente Carl* (MONAII)

First Flight Ctll isian
Probability (BOCOP)

Staple BWR
assembly

1.220

1.2U

1.212

-

1.214

Winfrith - 1
(h»Mogenised)

0.840

O.853

O.856

0.362.+ 0.002

-

Saelay

0.852

0.873

0.881

0.876 + 0.002

-

Winfrith - 2
(homvgenised)

O.842

0.826

0.837

0.842 + 0.003

-

Wl
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SIMPLE BWB ASSEMBLY BENCHMARKS

LEGENO

CEL.I DIMENSIONS- 1 S X V S SOUARE CMS.

VYIOE WATER GAP = I S CMS

NARROW WATER GAP= t-OCMS.

VVINFRITH ^

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

\

1

1 - FUEL CELL

2 - WATER

CELL DIMENSIONS = 1-S7£52X 187<S2 SQUARE CMS

LEGENQ

SACLAY BENCHMARK

1 - F U E L CELL

2-POISONED FUEL CELL

CELL DIMENSIONS = 1-6X1-6 SQUARE CMS

WIDE WATER GAP= 1-5 CMS

NARROW WATER GAP = 1 0 CMS.

LEGEND

1 - FUEL CELL

2-POISONED FUEL CELL

3 - WATER

WKFRITH 2 CHOMOGENISEO) BENCHMARK

5 -

I.

3

2

2

1

CELL .DIMENSIONS = 2 0 X 2-0 SOUARE CMS.

WATER GAP = 0-4 CMS.

CONTROL MATERIAL THICKNESS = 0-1 CMS.

LEGEND

j-LOW Ko, FUEL CELL
1-M?OIUMK« FUEL CELL
S-HIGH KSD FUEL C£IL
4 - WATER
6- CONTROL

FIG 1 TWO-DIMF.N'SIONAL BENCHMARKS ANALYSED.
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7.3 An Assessment of Finite Element Synthesis Model Uslnfl 3D FEW

V. Jagannathan and B.P, Haatogl

Introduction

For the Bolution of multigroup diffusion -theory equations a three

dimensional f inite element (FE) code FIHERC has been developed. The

3D element shapes used are triangular right prism and rectangular

parallelepiped. Since for these element shapes the axial direotlon

i s orthogonal to radial base the 3D problems are solved with degree

of complexity equivalent to those of 2D problems. The method of Solu-

tion proceeds plane by plane. The CP time for typical 3D benchmark

problem is about an hour on CYBEH 170/730 computer. It i s conjectured

that by employing parallel microprocessors for the solution of different

radial planes one can reduce tne calculation time of 3D problems consi-

derably. Since with the presentfpavailable computing f a c i l i t i e s 3D FB

method c t i l l proves to be quite expensive, i t van decided to Ui;e JD F£

code lor assessing the accuracy of f inite element synthesis method,
1 9

developed earlier by the author . The 3D IAEA PWR benchmark problem

was analysed for this purpose.

Brief Description of the Method

The diffusion theory equation and the associated boundary condition

for neutrons of group •g' can be obtained as Euler-Lagrange equations of

the functional

F(<p) = -*-
1 JJh in.

The variables have their usual meaning. Subscript 'g f i s implicitly

assumed for the variables of eq.(1) and in the following discussions.
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three dimensional flux distribution iB approximated as

Here 'e' denotes element subscript, E Is total number of elenents. (t) Is
ê

flux shape within element 'e ' . Tm are known lagrange polynomials defined

in terms of local coordinates ( ?/*) Q ) corresponding to (x,y,s). <f) are

the unknown nodal flux values. M£ is total number of nodes of element *e'.

For the JD elements with orthogonal base one can split up P (?>7i £ )

where ^* ( >>^?/ » Z ^ ( ^ / are Lagrange polynomials for the radial

base element and axial line segment . •!' and *k* are radial and axial

nodal subscripts. Substituting for (j> from eq.(2) in e%.(1) and requiring

s tationari-ty of the functional F with respect to the unknowns (^we get

tke system of linear equations

V jpJ

where ^ and (Pe are vectors of order 1̂  representing the pclynomiala and

nodal fluxes of element 'e 1 .

2he integrale appearing witaln the e«uare brackets of e%.(4) are the

element subroatriceB of order K. z II . Ibey can be simply obtained as tke

tensorial products of the corresponding Gubroatrices of the radial base

elesents and that of the axial line segment';

She source 8 on B.H.S. of ef.(4) can be explicitly represented in tern

of the fissions and scattering from all energy group fluxeB and i t can be
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evaluated In a manner similar to the second term on L.H.S.

An Important consequence of the orthogonal property of the lagrange

Polynomial P^ ( ^ , "7, £ ) , (See eq; ( } ) ) i s that the 3D problem can be

broken up into a ser ies of solut ion of the fluxes In 2D radial planea.

The assembling of system matrix and source vector calculation i s to be done

only far planar unknowns. This Is explained in more detai l In ref . 3« The

system of equation Is solved by Choleski inversion scheme for radial plaaes

with SOR method used far axial convergence.

3 . SAKPIE PBOBIEM

The 3D IAEA PffB benchmark problem was analysed by 3D FE method and

f i n i t e element synthesis model with 1 X 1 and 2 X 2 rectangular meshes In

controlled fuel and ref lector regions. Different combinations of polynomial

orders were used in radial and axial direct ion. The results of a few calcu-

lations ai > presented in Table I and Fige.1 and 2 . I t is seen from Table I

that the eigenvalues and f lux peaks as calculated by synthesis method agree

with 3D FE method within 20 pern and 1jf respect ively . The power distributions

for radial plaae a t Z • 190.0 cm. compares a l so very we l l . ( ZiFL < 2jQ.

For radial plane a t Z * 290*0 ca , there Is mox4 beterogenity due to the

additional control blade inserted iron top upto 280.O cm. Here larger

deviations uptp 15jS are present. Tals plane produces leBs than 50jC of Die

power of other plane. However* since -tike time taken by synthesis method 1*

very small, one can use i t where large number of survey type calculations

are needed.

4 . COHCIflSION

The f in i t e element synthesis model has been found to give accurate

eigenvalue ( AA S 20 pen) and flux peak ( 4 P * 1*0j() estimates for

the benchmark problem compared to 3D FE method. At regions of low Importance

large deviations An power profi le upto 10-15JJ may be present. For survey



type analysis like rod worth estimate, rod drop accident etc . , one eaa we

finite element synthesis model which would decrease the computational cost

drastically.
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Comparison of Finite Element S.vritheala Resulte with

5D FEM

Method

Typical Mesh size in fuel
in one.

Unknowns/group

Polynomial orders
(radial, axial)

Eigenvalue or Kef f

No.of outer iterations

CP tine on CYBER 170/730

Memory (excluding program)
K-«ord8

0 t h max./ (£th avg.

At (x,y) en

Z cm

FE-SynthesiB

10I10I80

(504, 22x2)1

(Q.I)

1.02926

(141+100)1

(118+8)1 see

43

2.313

(30,30)

171

3D FEM

1 0 I 1 0 I R 0

(504x22)

(Q, t)

1.02J1J

100

77 min

(0

2.297

(31,30

171

FE-Synthe8 is

101 101 51

(339, 28x2)1

(0, C)

1.02930

(127+100)1

(S8+7)1see

32

2.320

(25,29)

172

3D r~A

•01 lot It

(335*28)

(C, C)

1.02913

«7

50 min

55

2.315

(31,31)

173

NO

1. The numbers in parantheses refer to the trial function calculation and mixing function calculation respectively.

L t Linear Q r Quadratic C : Cubic
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O.7J8

0.758

i.sa»

1.28a
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1.435

1.195

1.150

O.ilJ

O'.ii}

0.938

0.532

0.54k

0.541

0.771

0.775

2

1..113

1.412

1.457

1.455

t.,301

1.304

i .c=5

1.05a

1.044

1.044

0.344 .

0.370

0.755

O.74J

1.4K

1.416

1.4(5

1.4(2

1.304

1.307

1.0(4

1.056

1.042

1.040

0.S3

0.506

0.753

0.745

1.437

1.440

1.331

1.323

. 1.175

1.161

1.0S1

1.084

0.391

0.974

0.714

o.75<

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0 .

0 .

•45(

• 45(

.337

• 334

178

160

078

0S1

988

970

714

733

1

1

' 0

0

0

0

0

0

.164

.164

• ?47

562

518

S«
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eao

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

C M *

1

2

3

4

.16)

.168

.544

.541

J15

J13

845

«7(

Ko

0

0

0

0

0

0

IAEA

" re
3D

.47a

.47s

.654

.(83

.(17

427

P»R Benchmark
Jtathod

-SyntkeaJ

mi

FEU

I

Q
n

0.477

0.47a

0.4J2

0.430

0.615

0.(25

l y j l c a l PolynooUl
iteBk siza orJar

• 10aax10cmx20ca (Q,L)

10oox10cBCc2Cc(ii {ft Ll

20omx2Ocffie52cm (C,C)

1 Lineu

1 Quadratic

O.6C4 0.502

0.415 0.612

PU.1 Co.,«Uon of Po«r» Clcul.t.d by PE - Syntn.sU Method 3D
Ud-|>l»n»(2 • ! 90.0om;
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7*4 Analysis of Thernal Reactor Benchmarks

H.C.Huria

In order to test the adequacy of the basic nuclear data used in thermal

reactor analysis, Cross-Section Evaluation Working Group of Brookhaven Natio-

nal Laboratory has recommended some benchmark experiments Kith solutions of

uranyl nitrate and plutoniua nitrate in light water. Because of their vary-

ing composition and s i ze , these experiments enable to teBt the nuclear data

of relevant isotopes in the entire energy range. We had analysed these ben-

chmark* and noticed soae discrepancies in the calculated eigenvalues, whicm

necessitated some changes in the nuclear data especially for uranium systems.

*ith the availability of soae important modifications ><tade in ENDF/B-V vis a

vis ENDP/B-IV, the sane experiments were reanalysed. DJiere was considera-

ble improvement in the computed multiplication factors for uranium solution

experiments. However, the situation with regard to plutonium solution sys-

tem remains unchanged, that i s , over prediction to the tune of nearly 2.5 %

7.5 ypro*"°aenta in the Code CLIMAX

H.G.Huria

Ihe multifrroup integral transport theory code CLIMAX for PHWH cluster

lattices waa improved upon to include the turnup calculations with thorium

bearing fuel. Moreover, some modifications were made to simplify the input

and minimize precalculated data information. CLIMAX is being used at pre-

sent for the parametric stud its of plutoniua recycling in RAPS reactors.
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7»<5 fllffh Temperature Resonance Group Cross-Section for U

H.C.Huria

WHB library has resonance group cross-flections for U only upto 900*1.

For safety studies,Soppier co-efficients are needed at mueii higher temperatures

than those presently available. Work was initiated in this direction in colla-

boration with Br.S.Ganesan of RRC, Kalpakkam, to generate the fine group cross-

sections at temperature's upto 2000*K fro* the HJDF/B-IV data available at RRC.

These will be used to prepare the relevant resonance group cross-sections as a

function of composition and temperature.

7.7 Introduction of Anlsotropy in MURLI

P.D.Krlshnanl and H.C.Huria

The computer program MURLI is used for the analysis of single rod latt ices .

It solves the multigroup transport equation by interface current method.It assu-

mes that the angular flux distribution at the region interface Is iaotroplc.Ihie

assumption is not good in case of large latt ice pitches as in PHWRs. in order

to get rid of this difficulty, we have now included anlsotropy in the angular

flux distribution at region interfaces. ' For this* the angular flux at region

Interfaces, Is expanded separately in the two half spaces in terms of spherical

harmonics and the expansion is terminated after few terms. For example, half

space ?, and P expansion contain 2 and 4 terns respectively. Tn the program

MURLI, 3 terns can be considered in the expansion of angular flux at region

interfaces which have been found t» be sufficient in most applications.

7.8 Modifications j n the Computer Code CLUB

P.D. Krishnani

The computer code CLUB was developed for the analysis of PHIR lat t ices .
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Hals la based on coabination of ma l l scale P ^ and large scale Interface

current Method. In this , whole cel l Is divided into rings and honogeneous

annular region*. The rings are farther subdivided into W Bones, in which

f la t flux approximation is assumed. There was a restriction in the program

that a l l the zonas except -the last should be cylindrical annular regions

co-axial with respect to the axis of the fuel pins of the ring. In these

type*of ame structures, the flux may change considerably along a zone,espe-

c ia l ly in the outer zones, as these are not symmetrical with respect to the

centre of the c e l l . Therefore, the f lat flux approximation say not hold good

in these sones. This i s especially so , i f the coolant is water/organic liquid

or the fuel pins are tiilck. However, these types of zones were found to be

satisfactory in the case of D-O/Air coolants where changes in the flux are

le s s . In order to resolve this problem, we have Modified the program CLUB

to consider different types of zone. Now, fuel pins can be divided along

the diametrical plane perpendicular to the line joining the centre of the

ce l l to the centre of the fuel pin of the ring. In the coolant, one can

consider annular zones coaxial with respect to the ce l l axis. These types

t>f rones we essential to consider If the flux is rapidly varying in the

coolant which is the case i f the coolant is water or organic liquid. With

the modified code, several experiments of 7-, 19- and 28-rod cluster with

organic coolant have been analysed and the results have been found to be

satisfactory.

7*9 Tarapur Fuel Management

V.Jagannathan

The fuel management of Tarapur reactors is being carried out using the
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nuclear parameters of Tarapar fuel assemblies that were provided by GB«

Some underprediction of the predicted cycle length was noted for the

current fuel cycle of Unit-2. TSain discrepancy was removed by using the

nuclear parameters generated by our fuel box lattice oode SUPERB.ihe fuel

management of ensuing fuel cyclea shall be carried out using the indigene-

ou«ly developed nuclear constants and the code system.

7«10 Hexagonal Lattice Code

V. Jagannathan

A hexagonal box lattice code EXCEL has been developed to generate the

nuclear parameters of hexagonal fuel assemblies as a function of burn up.

Bod cluster control rods are also treated by a special supercell calculation

in EXCEL. A 5-D code HEXJD has also been developed for diffusion theory

analyses of hexagonal cores. Die codes EXCEL and HBX3D are used for the

nuclear design of a hexagonal pressurised water reactor.

?.1t 3-P Finite Element Method (FEM)

V. Jagannathan

A three diaensional diffusion theory code F1NERC using finite element

technique, has been developed. Die elements considered are rectangular

parallelopiped and triangular right -rism. ftie ^-H problems are solved

with a. degree of complexity equivalent to these of 2-D problems. Ofce 3-B

MM will be used as reference calculational tool for other faster and mere

approximate methods.

7.12 Development of Computer Code -

P. liohanakrishnan and V.J^mnathan
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For WR core calculations, multigroup diffusion equations are usually

solved by finite differencing in space.For performing accurate calculations

in a LWR core with hexagonal fuel assemblies,it may be required to subdivi-

ie the hexagonal meshes representing the assemblies into • mailer triangular

meshes. The code HEX 3D developed by the latter author considers meshes

that are right prisms with hexagonal base. This code was modified to consi-

der meshes that are right prism with triangle base. Further, this new code

(named TREDIT) performs the identification and sequential numbering of

assemblies automatically for obtaining the power distribution in the radial

plane. It i s , however, assumed that each hexagonal assembly is represented

by s ix triangular meshes In the radial plane. The code TREDIT takes about

2 to 4 "its. of CPU time of CYBER-170/730 computer for analysing a 2000 flux

point problem.

7.13 Hetero^enity Effects of BWR latt ice in Explaining the Global Component of

Neutron Woise

S.R.fiwiYedi and H.P.Gupta

By neutron noise measurements, i t la possible to measure the time

required for steaa bubbles to travel the known axial distance between two

detectors. This is pose ibis just by measuring the phase of the transfer

function at these two locations. The amplitude of the transfer function

provides much more information. Eosaly and Mesko have tried to obtain

relaxation length of the two locations of the IFRM's in Llngen reactor.

However, the measured relaxation length of 19 cms.at upper position cannot

be explained in any logical way. Similarly, large differences were observed

in the measured and calculated void fractions at the upper part of the core



(2)by Atta et alv ' . Biis ra. J.some doul-J about the physical model of

analysing the neutron noise measure*, '* in BWR re act are. The noiae theory

based on the local-global concept on theoretically sound footing. The only

assumption which requires the detailed study is the hoaogeneous reactor con-

cept. The pur pone of the present work is to develop a theoretical model for

calculating the global component for a heterogeneous BWR latt ice . To get

better understanding of the problem only one dimensional model has been con-

sidered. The theory developed was used for Tarapur Reactors for which deta-

iled reactor data are available. TIP tracing data were analyse* and detector

responses at top and Middle of the core were compared. It was found that in

certain channels, where the flux peak occurs at the top position of the core

the global component of the neutron noise is quite different from what we

expect from a homogeneous model. The \v eigenvalue which is positive in general

comes out to be negative in such eases. Ihis effects the relaxation length

•easurercents by neutron noise techniques. It is recommended that the noise

Measurements should be performed in a particular channel where the axial flux

distribution follows a nearly cosine shape. This will ensure the validity of

homogeneous reactor concept and will make i t possible to interpret the data

•ore confidently.

Reference;'.

I. G. Xosaly and L.Mesko, Annal.Hue 1.Energy 1, 2J3 (1976)

X.I. Atta et al, Hucl.Soi.Bng. 66, 264 (1978)

7.14 Participation in the MAPP-1 Phaae-B Commies ioniia

P.Mohanakrishnan and Vinod KUnar

Proa July 1st to 16th., took part in the Phase-B Conaissioning of MPP-1

at Kalpakkan, The f irst approach to crit ical i ty on July 2nd and raising the
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•operator level to full tank with addition of B n , solution in steps were

the in i t ia l tasks. Then the worth of control and corner adjusters were

determined against B-Ĝ , solution addition by allowing the adjusters to

•ove out after a predetermined aaourvt of B^O, solution was added to mode-

rator. Care was taken to see that the withdrawn levels of the adjusters

were nearly easts ( i . e . adjusters are thus withdrawn as a group) at every

cr i t i ca l i ty attained after each B^O, solution addition.

7.15 Fuel Management of RAPS

H.D.Purandare

Ihe computer code TRIVENI which is used for the reactor follow-up is

continuously updated with additions of new features, which make i t more

versatile and useful. Ofoe new features added this year were as follows 1-

(a) i t would be useful at the time of fuel reprocessing,if the identity

of each discharged fuel bundle is maintained along with i t s opera-

tion history. Now a provision has been Made to generate a new f i l e

containing a l l the necessary inforaation of the discharged fuel.This

faci l i ty was used for the second unit of RAPS.

(b) dough the channel power distribution is supposed to be invariant

fro* time to tine, when fuel equilibrium is reached,this i s true

only in a sense of an average over a period. It is essential to know

how the channel power distribution varies froa sinulation to slaula-

tion as well as in comparison to a standard distribution.! provision

has been aade to make possible this comparison.

7.16 Follow-up of RAPS-II

H.D.Purandare and S.U.Kaaat
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Hie operation of the second unit of RAPS was followed-up regularly.

Some important physics parameters of the reactor operation for a given

period of tiae are no* printed as a report of the operation.

Upto October 1983, for which the data are available,the second unit

of HAPS had completed 491.6 Full power pAya of operation and the average

burnup of 2303 fuel bundles discharged so far as 5340 MWD/te. The value

is low because some fuel bundles have to be discharged initially even

before they attain their normal burnup. In the ten aonths of operation

upto October, 185.7 FFD e*" operation was completed and the averaged burn

up of discharged bundles in this period was 5725 MWD/te. 55ie burnup of

discharged bundles is increasing every aonth, and that for October was

64OO

7*17 Plutoniua Recycling in RAPS-I

H.D.Purandare

The comparatively high conversion ratio in PHWHs leads to generation

of a considerable aaount of plutoniua isotopes. This plutoniua can be re-

cycled into the reactor to augment i ts burnup. A study is being carried

out to find whether i t is feasible to do so and in what way i t could best

be done.

A reactor model representative of an operating reactor waa chosen for

this study which is aiaed at aaxiaising the burnup without having i t nece-

ssary to reduce the total reactor power.

7.18 MAPP Physics Design Manual

A.ft.Kakra

Physics design Manual of any power reactor is an important document
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jfroa reactor design,ooeration and safety point of view, which is required

by 0 & V group for day to day use. Because of various changes in RAFP and

MAPP, this design manual had to be freshly written. Oh is i s the f i r s t phy-

s ics design manual of a power reactor, which is written in India, whereas

RAFP design manual was written by Canadians at ABCL, Canada. <Rie principal

reactor physics work done for the Madras Atomic Power Station has been

brought out in "this Manual and this has been Issued by PPED.

The computer codeB DUMUĈ DIMENTRIjTRIYENI and KftUIL developed in our

Division, have been used in the design and operational calculations. These

codes have been validated against physics measurements done in various re-

search and power reactors Including in RAPP-1 and RAPP-2.

Ihere are 14 chapters which deal with design,operation and safety as-

pects of UAPP reactor. It also contains some of the salient differences

from physics point of view between RAPP and KAPP. All the essential quanti-

t ies such as geometrical data of the core,lattice paraaetera as a function

of burnup,flux values,channel power distributions,reactivity coefficients,

xenon load,fuel management schemes ard reactivity control due to heavy water

level and adjusters,etc,, which ere required for design and day to day safe

operation of the reactor are given in this nanual. In addition to this , the

reactivity change due to down grading of heavy water purity, start-up measure-

ments and safety related parameters,«uch as mean-neutron l i f e ti«*,reactivity

and power coefficients,etc*,have been covered in this nanual.

For the present physics studies,the following salient parameters were

considered 1-

( i ) Gross electrical power - 235 We

( i i ) Gross thermal power transferred to coolant - 750 Wth
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( i i i ) Gross fission power « 802 MWth

( I T ) Maxlnua nqninal fu«l heat rating -KdO « 40 W/ca

(?) 19 rod cluster of natural uranium oxide

fuel,with average density of UO-x u 10.6

gin. per c.c. .

(vi) Stainless steel adjusters in the core

(a) Corner adjusters - 100^ fully IN

(b) Central adjusters - 8<# fully IK

(v i l ) 656 depleted fuel bundles having O.64 wt. percent »f U-235

while rest is natural uranium oxide fuel for initial power

flattening,whereas differential fuo11 in£ scheme for achiev-

ing flattening in the equilibrium condition.

(Till) Maximum bundle power • 420 KH

(ix) Maximum channel power > 5.06 W

(x) 8 bundle shuffling scheme

Physics parameters in this manual describe the reactor power conditions

for 750 MV thermal to the coolant in comparison to the information available

for 655 M" thermal of RAPE". Bie other major difference in this reactor, in

comparison with RAPP-1 is that while HAPF-1 had natural uranium oxide fuel

throughout the core, RAPP-2 and MAPP have depleted uranium oxide fuel in the

centre of the core during the initial stage in order to attain init ial flux

flattening.

Optimised equilibrium channel power distributions »f kttPP core using 8

bundle shift under two different conditions of core design,are given. The

first one deals with the core having two zones similar to the one used in

HiPP as inner zone consisting of 50 channels having burnup of 10,70CiKD/T»u'

(i .e.2.65 n/Kb) and outer zone having 256 channels with burnup of 6,000 MR>/
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(1.e 1.45 n/Kb). This gives the total power of 728 W thermal for

maximum channel power of 3»O8 W« The other design alternative is to have

inner zone of 78 channels wiUi ex i t burnup of 10,260 MWD/Teu ( i . e . 2.54 n/Kb)

and outer zone of 228 channels having exit turnup of 5303 Mtt)/TeU(i.e.

1.28 n/Kb). This gives the total power of 750 MVth with the condition that

the maximum channel fswer is 3.06 W and the bundle power is 418 KW. ftie

penalty for this choice it! a Io3s of burnup by about 400 MND/TeU.

7.19 Data and Analysis of MAEP Start-up physics Measurements

A.ft, TTakra

Physics Chapter of MAFP safety report was revised. All the following

data related to start-up experiments were included in that.

( i ) Approach to crit ical moderator level with a l l adjuster

rods out. The predicted value of cr i t ical height was

300 cm with 6.43 ppn of boron in moderator,whereaB in

actual case, the reactor became cri t ical at 302.1 cm.

( i i ) Measurement of moderator level at various boron concen-

trations with a l l the adjuster rods in,

( i l l ) Measurement of boron concentration nt ful l height with

and without adjuster rods for calibration of the

adjuster rods.

These bench line data were given to UAHP Physicists as a guideline for

planning of the actual experiments. In actual situation, a good agreement

was attained with predictions.

It is being planned to analyse these measurements with ciultigroup code

CLIKAX and DIKENTRI-II. Of course this analysis wil l also be checked with

and DlfcEN'JBI c 0^ e s» which were used for predictions of start-up data.

The above analysis of MAPP will be extended to validate CIIKAX code
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f»r 28 and 37 rod cluster uBing different coolants, lhese clusters are

being used in PICKERING and BRUCE reactors respectively. Further,valida-

tion can be done for organic and HO c»«lante f»r which the experimental

results of ZED-2 are available.

7-20 Xoadlrifr of Thorium Oxide Bundles in MAPP-2 Keactor for Init ial Flux Flat-

tening

A.N.Nakra

Studies using latt ice parameters from DUMLAC and power calculations

from T̂ IYEMI have been made to obtain the in i t ia l flux flattening and

thereby higher power with the introduction of thorium oxide bundles in

MAPP-2 reactor in place of depleted fuel. Obese thorium oxide bundles

were loaded in the central region of the in i t ia l core in such a pattern

that the central channel had 1 or 2 bundles per channel to have the sym-

metry as well as flux flattening. A large number of patterns with differ-

ent number of bundles ranging from 65 to 120 were considered. It is found

that calculated channel power* in some channels are above the flow matched

channel powers by as much as 20 per cent, these flow matched channel

powers are beyond the limit of tolerance as the deviations considered for

design purposes are about 5 P*r cent.

Hence, in order to get the proper channel powers with a limit to obtain

full power, one has to consider alternative schemes. In that case, one may

have to uce some pins in the cluster as of natural uranium and others as of

pure thorium oxide. Ibe above studies will be done using CLDUX cade for

•btaining lattice parameters and TRIVENI for power calculations.
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8 . RKACTCR SAFETY

8.1 Thermal He actor Safety

V.K.Jain and R.D.S.Yadav

In recent years , the growing concern for reactor aafety has led to the

development of more and more sophist icated methods for the ca lcu lat ion of

the dynamic behaviour of power reactors . The3e methodB should be able to

take into account, in d e t a i l , various physical phenomena taking place during

the excursions, such as f u e l behaviour, core melt-down e t c .

The well-known computer codes REIAP-4/MQD-6 and RELAP-5/MOD-1 describe

the behaviour of a l i g h t water reactor subjected to a postulated transient

such as lo s s of coolant from large or small pipe break, pump f a i l u r e , e t c .The

code RELAP-4 uses a four-equation homogeneous equilibrium model and has capa-

b i l i t y of both PWB/BWH calculat ion whereas the code RELAP-5 uses a f ive-equa-

t ion two phase hydrodynamic model cons is t ing of two phase-continuity, two

momentum and an overal l energy equation. The code RELAP-5 ca lculates f lu id

condi t ions , thermal condi t ions , reactor power and r e a c t i v i t y from point k ine-

t i c s and control system var iab le s . In both of these codes the f lu id flow

equations const i tute a s e t of coupled non-linear d i f f e r e n t i a l equations. The

system i s divided into a number of control volumes where hydrodynamic equations

are so lved . Heat conduction equations are solved using Crank-Nicolson techni -

que. Cohen's method Is used to so lve point k inet ics equations. We have recent ly

commissioned both these codes successful ly on CYBER computer at TIFR. Many

modifications have been made to change the code from FORTRAN to FORTRAN 5

compiler. The codes are now in operating s t a t e with 701 memory avai lable

for storage of various parameters. Many sample problems have a l so been run

using the codes. The r e s u l t s axe in agreement with the available r e s u l t s .
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In the following, In brief, the features of RELAP-5/MOD-O1 code are

explained. The write-up i* based on the "Introduction" to the REUP-5 code

report No.NESC N0.917 dated September, 1981 written by V.H.Rawiora et al .

<( BEUf-'j Project Overview

The RELAP-5 project objective is to produce an economic and user-

convenient code f»r best estimate analyses of postulated light water reactor

(LWR) losB-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and non-LOCA transients. HEIAP-5 is

an advanced, one-dimenBional, fast-running system analysis code under deve-

lopment for the U.S.Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Division of Reactor

Safety Research (USNRC-RSR). i t is a completely new code based on a non-

homogeneoue, nonequilibrium hydrodynamic model, and features top down stru-

ctural design, with the significant programming elements coupled in modular

fashion. To a great extent, development of RKLAP-5 has been influenced by

experience gained through the development and use of the RELAP-4 code series .

This is evident in the convenience with which both the developer and user can

interface with the code.

The RSLAP-5 code Includes thermal-hydraulic and mechanical models used

to describe the processes that occur during blowdown of a LWR. The f i r s t

version of the code, RELAP-5/M0D-0 was released to the National Energy Soft-

ware Center (MSC) in May 1979. Development of RELAP-5 has continued and a

new version, RELAP-5/MOD-1 has been completed and released to the NESC. The

new version includes component process models for (a) pipes, (b) branches,

(c) abrupt flow area changes, (d) choked flows, (e) pumps, ( f ) check valves,

(g) plant trips, (h) control systems, ( i ) steam separator, ( j ) heat atructureB,

and (k) nuclear reactor core neutronics. These models have been integrated

into a versatile, user-convenient system code framework.
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|8EUP-?/M0P-1 Capability

in assessment of HELAP-5/MQD-1 capabilities is presented herein as a

brief review of model developments since completion of the MQD-0 cade,with

a summary highlighting some applications of the code.

Since the Till accident, emphasis on LWR safety Investigations has

shifted from the large break LOCA to the imall break LOCA. This shift

necessitated some change in analysis development plans. In particular,

reactor kinetics, stratified flows, secondary system components, and control

systems now play significant roles In system dynamic behaviour and must be

modeled. The HELAP-5/MOD-1 development addresses these modelling areas and

completes some of the original large LOCA development plans. The new prin-

cipal features in HELAP-5/MOD-1 include:

-a a mechanistic accumulator models

-a point reactor kine-tics model for core neutrtnicsj

- a flow regime map for horizontal coanonents and a revised flow

regime for vertical components;

-a generalized control valve model)

-a feedback control system model;

-a steam separator model;

-an Kuler boron concentration model; and

-a generalized restart capability.

Anon condensible gas field has been added to the hydrodynsmic model,and

a horizontal stratified flow model has been added to both bydrodynamlc and

choked flow models. In addition to the new mode la,several modelling improve-

ments have been adde«. Ihe more significant of these include i
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- extension of the subcooled choked flow model to Include non-

equilibrium effects)

- semi-implicit coupling ef the choked flow model for faster

running}

- completion of the internal plotting package; and

- improvement of the major and diagnostic edits .

During development of RELAP-5/I4CO-1, the code was used extensively for

pre- and post-test predictions in the LOFT and SEMISCAIE experimental pro-

exam at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Most of these experl -

merits were small break LOCAs that motivated extension of RELAP-5/JIQD-1

modelling to include mechanistic processes peculiar to small break phenomena*

The transient calculations for small break experiments span time periods

composed of thousands of seconds. Thus, calculational speed has become

increasingly important. The caleulatieaal speed and modelling accuracy

with HEIAP-5/M0D-1 represent significant improvement over those available in

past codes.

REUP-5/M0D-1 overall capability has been successfully applied to a

wide range of problems. These application include many separate-effects

tests such as

-Edwards Pipe Blowclown Experiment,

-the llcby Bick Tests,

-the Mariken Experiment,

-the LOFT Wyle Orifice calibration Test*, and

•the General Electric Corporation (GE) Level Swell Testa.

The f i r s t two of theae experiments are representative of the HELAP-5/

JIOD-1 capability. Examples of application to the Mto&iken Test, LOFT Wyle Test,
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and GE Level Swell Test are also given. Th<* cade produces results in good

agreement with the data in al l of the cases l i s ted. Obis application la a

good test of the subcooled choked flow model and the code's abil ity to model

liquid level in a tank. Hie LOFT Wyle Orifice Calibration Test requires

modelling of stratif ied flow In a horizontal pipe as well as flow in a ver-

t ica l vessel component. Bie predicted mass discharge rate is in good

agreement. This experiment Includes periods of subcooled and stratified

two-phase choked flow discharge.

RKLAP-5/MQD-1 was applied in the SBM3SCA1E and LOIT experimental program

at the MKIi for experiment planning, pre-test prediction, and post-test

analyses. Several of these applications were selected as checkout problems.

The best example to i l lustrate the overall eystem capability of the code is

the application to IAFT-Ofest 13-7. Ibis is a small break test and pre- end

poot-test calculations were made with RELAP-5. The post-test calculation of

the system pressure with only the steam generator, main steam control valve

leakage rate changed to correspond to the actual leak rate is compared with

the data.

Codo Design

Convenience, design for future growth, and computer efficiency are the

primary considerations in the BEI4P-5 system code design. Realization of

these goals Is facil itated by three factors t

1. Development of experience on the RELAf-4 code ser ies ,

2 . Utilization of a blend of experienced personnel In numerical

hydrodynamic analysis and large code design, and

3 . The benefit of cr i t ical analysis and review of other advanced code

development efforts.
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Ongoing experience with BEUF-4, COHIEMPT, IBAP-T, and ether large

codec has emphasized the importance »f convenience In cede design, 5ke

impli ^.cations of a simple and clear interface between the code and user

go beyond the obvious benefit of efficiency. By reducing sheer bulk,

number *f options, and ambiguity, the potential for errors is minimized.

litre significantly, the simplicity of input reduces discretionary decisions

and leads to greater uniformity of results . Ifee predictive capabilities of

the code become more a function of the code and less a function of the user.

' Significant user-convenience features are included,with respect to both

the application of the code and the case with which future modifications can

be incorporated. The most visible user-improvements are in the input por-

tions of the code. A free-format input, convenient for terminal or card in-

put is used and an extensive input checking feature has been developed. All

input data are processed regardless of the number of errors,and a diagnostic

printout of the accumulated error messages is provided similar to the FORTRAN

Compiler. 2hus, most input errors can be found and resolved in a single check

run. Although EELAP-5 is a new code, input similar to that for BELAP-4 is

maintained, or Improved consistent with the philosophy of reducing and simpli-

fying input preparation. Suis, minimal BELAP-4 user retraining is necessary

to make the transition to HELAP-5.

RELAP-5 ut i l izes mechanistic process models where possible, avoiding the

use of optional models to describe tne same phenomena. This leads to less

ambiguity in system modelling and provides viable results with fewer trained

personnel.

The inevitable process of code evolution has been anticipated. A top

down structure is laid out with branches provided for future growth. In

addition, a modular structure is used in which major oode functions or models
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or both were collected into subroutines, The decision whether t» modularize

by m&del or cade funotian vac made to provide the simplest code with the

fewest module interconnections.

Numerical Scheme

The REIAP-5 numerical scheme is baaed on a .Tlnear, semi-Implicit,

finite-difference integration scheme. The Implicitness and uae of donor-

differencing for corrective fluxes is sufficient to ensure stability for all

time steps smaller than the material transport limit, and the linearity makes

direct time step solution possible. Both of these factors contribute to fast

execution. The stability has been tested numerically, applying the code to

problems with exact analytical steady state solutions and verifying that the

transient calculation converges to the steady state result* She stability

was alBo tested in numerous cases with sudden changes imposed at boundaries.

2he transient results were calculated without evidence of numerical stability.

The basic numerical hydrodynamic model was developed in a pilot code

where the stability, accuracy, anfl fast execution capability could be readily

evaluated. Once these characteristics were established, the model was inte-

grated into an efficient, user-oriented system code structure.

Development of the Hydrodynaaio Model

The hydrodynamic model was selected after careful review of other

advanced two-phase model development efforts. It was concluded that the

model most consistent with existing knowledge la a five-field equation, two-

fluid model. The model .consists of the two phasic continuity equations, the

two phasic momentum equations, and an overall energy equation. In tills model,

only two interphase constitutive relations are leqatredj those for interphase
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drag and lnterpfcase mass exchange. An additional specification (that ene-

phase exist* at the local saturation state) eliminates the need to specify

energy transfer partitioning, either interphaae or from the special process

models have teen developed for abrupt area changes, branching, choking

pumps, accumulators, core neutronics, control system aoi Talves. The fluid

process models are based on the BELAP-5 hydrodynanic msdel for %uasi-steady

conditions. This approach eliminates the need for localized fine nodrliza.

tion and the attendant computational speed limitations resulting from a

greater number of nodes and decreased Couvant l imit .

dome process and component models were obtained with l i t t l e or no

development work by transforming existing REL1P-4 models to international

system of Units (Si) and dynamic storage compatible with RBLAP-5, Examples

of models obtained in tills manner are those for pumps, valves, tr ips , neu-

tronics, and certain input features.

6.2 Hypothetical Cars Disruptive Analysis in Fast Heap tore

Subhash Chandra and B.P.Rastogi

fevtroductlcq

the design ban i s accidents (DBA) in fast reactors are the hypothetical

core disruptive accidents (HCUA). A theoretical study of such accidents Is

done to ensure public safety should such an eventuality occur. During such

an accident, the secondary cr i t i ca l i ty due to a reoompactlon of the core is

ultimately quenched by the disassembly of the cor*. 5b* disassembly pheno-

menon; has been treated by many authors since the earl iest analytical attem-

pts due to Both* and f a i t in 1956. The earlier disassembly (fydrodynamics )

models were oversimplified either to faci l i tate an analytical solution or to

kt«p the computation timt within l imits . With tfct advent of bigger and faster
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computers and a lot of research on two phase flow numerical method*

( s p e c i a l l y , froa mid seventies onwards) sore real is t ic disassembly analyses

have been feasible. Here in thia article, the mathematical modal of the

computer code ANEXDI (Analysis of extended Disassembly) has been briefly

described and the main features of i t s numerical msthod mentioned.thereafter,

the applications of this code in analysing the disassembly phase of a small

fest reactor and simulation of two phase shock tubes are discussed. Bubbly

liquid and dusty gas shock tube simulations b*ve been considered separately.

It has been explicit ly observed with dusty gas problems that the accelera-

tion dependent transient force flow terms are sometimes vexy crucial in giving

stable solutions. Bieee simulations serve the purpose of testing the code

also.

Mathematical Model

The hydrodynamics model of AMEXDl' ' assures a dispersed phase flow

regime and is based on conservation of mass, momentum and energy of the two

phases (vapour and liquid) separately and an equation of Btate of the com-

pressible phase. The otu?r phase remains incompressible and assumes the

pressure of the compressible phase instantaneously. Bach of the two phases

can accommodate two components for density consideration and can move with

i ts characteristic v e r i t y , flie matt transfer from the component 1 of the

liquid 2-hase to the component 1 of the vapour phase due to vaparlsation is

permitted. Ihe momentum exchange between the two phases is based on the

assumption that the disperses phase assumes a spherical shape of a fixed

s i z e . BJ» expression for the momentum drag forces depeads on a linear and
t

a quadratic term of phase velocity difference and also on phase acceleration
t

difference. Energy exchange due to intra and interphase heat i s permitted.
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Momentum and energy exchange due to vaporization ie also taken into account.

The forces .due to pressure gradient terns can either be retained in both the

phases In proportion to their volume fraction or can be suppressed altogether

from the discontinuous dispersed phase*

there ere three choices available for the equation of state of compre-

ssible phase. Iheae are (1) ideal gas equation of state (2) an exponential

equation of state s ini lar to the one used in VXNUS code and (3) extrapolation

from tables of pressure and internal energy.

fflje external energy source due to fission i s calculated using the point

kinetic equation. $ie total reactivity Is taken to be the sum of three

components! (1) external (2) Doppler and (?) disassembly. For the Soppier

part either an average or region dependent temperature coefficients of

reactivity are assumed to be known. The disassembly reactivity i s calculated

by a f i r s t order perturbation formal*.

Numerical Procedures

3he numerical procedure for the hydrodynamics part i s based mainly on

the implicit multifleld Eulerian (Dff ,r 2 ' method due to Ana den and Harlow.

3he main changes in the JUOEXSZ calculation cycle arise from the modifications

in the model equations and due to i t s coupling with the neutron kinetics

equation. Moreover, here in iMSXDI the two d Intentional r-» grid can be

de< ided into the rectangular Bultrian ce l l s of varying mesh widths ^ r and A s .

Site point reactor kinetics equations are solved either by a Sunge-Kutta

algorithm or a real Integrating factor method
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Model Talidatlon

lbe model validation of the code Is done by comparing the numerical

results with the standard analytical solutions of the simplified situations,

simulations of simple experiments (viz . some shock tube experiments) and

comparison with the numerical results from the other computer codes. Among

the one phase fluid analytical solutions the problems of ( i ) Heat flow

across a temperature discontinuity, (2) Rarefaction wave propagation (3)

Shock wave propagation and (4) velocity equilibration between droplets and

gas in both low and high Beynolts number region were considered and reason-

ably good agreement between the numerical and analytical results were

observed.

Ihere are available in literature some two phase flow analytical,

experimental and numerical results pertaining to shock front propagation.

She numerical results obtained from ANEXDX were compared with an analytical

formula for shock propagation in bubbly liquid* . Dusty gas flow seems to

be more sensitive to two aspects of the model equations. F irs t , i f noncommu-

nication of the discontinuous phase is permitted the drag forces acquire a

more Important role than Hie corresponding situation in lite bubbly flow.

Secondly^the acceleration dependent transient force flow terms have been at

times expl ic i t ly observed to stabi l ise the otherwise unstable solutions.

•Ihes* stable solutions have been found to be in close agreement with the

numerical results reported by Jones and Jones* who had used the LaSL code

SI» ' iB- ir ' for the similar purpose. For dusty gat flow an uialytical

formula based on the Ranklne Hugonoit relations across the shock was derived

and %t was observed to become the same as in Ref.(5) for bubbly liquid If

the void fractions across the shook does not change. Ibe shock speeds obta-

ined from the numerical results of 4KEXDI agreed reasonably well with this

analytical formula.
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AMEXDX an* VENUS^ were both used to • i m l a t t the disassembly phase ef a

• • a l l faat reactor an* a reasonably gooi agreement was obtained between

the two results.

Two Phase Characteristics of HOP*

The ANEX9I formulation la capable of study Ing the effect of various two

phasu flow parameters on the power transient during the disasaeably phase,

the aise of the molten fuel droplets has been observed to be an important

parameter. There persists an uncertainty of representation of the pressure

terms of the momentum equations in most of the current two phase flow

models' . Oils uncertainty has been demonstrate* to significantly affect

toe power transient during the disassembly phase* .
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8.3 Reactor Stabil ity

K.S.Trasi

Oscillatory behaviour in a reactor having feedback from fuel and coolant

temperatures was investigated using a point-reactor model by a perturbation

technique. Necessary and sufficient conditions were established for the

occurence of oscillations'for the asymptotic damping, sustenance and diver-

gene* of oscillations as well as for asymptotic stabil i ty under oscillatory

condition*.

Vie non-linear stabi l i ty of a reactor system with two-temperature feed-

back was analysed using Welton's oriterion as well as Liapounov's second
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sethod; i t was shown that i f the delayed temperature coefficient l ies

between certain limits of opposite signs, the system will be globally

and asymptotically stable. I t was also proved that the region of global

stabil i ty in the parametric plane of temperature coefficients of reacti-

Yitjr, obtained from Welton's criterion, contains that obtained by l i a -

pounov's second method with a Liapounov function used in this work.

Numerical methods, developed in this Division by -the Dynamics Section,

were used for verifying the theoretical results .

8.4 Asymptotically Stable Solutions of One-Dimensional Space-time Kinetics

Equations in Presence of Delayed Neutron?

H.P.Gupta and M.S.Traai

•Bie non-linear one-dimensional reactor kinetics equations in ths

presence of delayed neutrons with Newtonian feed-back have been solved

analytically for a slab homogeneous reactor far a step input of reactivity

using a perturbation theory expansion. The asymptotic limit of the funda-

mental mode was found to be the same with and without the inclusion of

delayed neutrons in the analysis. However, the rate at which the limit i s

approached is many order slower in ttie presence of delayed neutrons than

in their absence. Oftie threshold values of in i t ia l power for the occurrence

of oscillations are also found to be higher in the presence of delayed neu-

trons for the three types of reference reactors considered than in their

absence *
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8.5 Space-Tine Kinetics

V.K. Jain

•Hie two-dimensional space-timt kinetics cod* WODAD has been further

modified. Hie code ia baaed on the adiabatic approach in which the flux

la factor!-<sed into a shapa function and an amplitude function. Hit shape

function is obtained by solving multigroup diffusion equations. In the

earlier version, the amplitude function was obtained by solving point

kinetics equations using Cohen'0 method. Bie heat balance equation was

integrated using trapezoid rule. In the present version, both the point

kinetics equations and heat balance equations are now solved using Gear's

method, ttie present version was tested against the 1MB kinetics benchmarks

and the present results are in agreement with our earlier results, Ihe

computational time has been reduced though not very significantly for the

cample problem*

8.6 5-P Code FEMIKA

Arvind Kumar, B. Srivenkateean and 7.Balaraman

Tae three dimensional kinetics program, FSUJXA baaed on Nodal Expan-

sion Uethod i s being developed for the simulation of reactor stat ic and

transient analysis.

The ots.tic version has been further improved so that i t takes GPU time

comparable to the other similar codes developed elsewhere. For the typical

2-2 IAEA benchmark i t now takes only 7*8 aeconda on CYBER-170. Many oilier

LWR and HIWR benchmark problems in two and three dimensions have been simu-

lated to further verify the computational capability of this program.

The Xenon transient analysis version of the code has also been made
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faster especially incorporating a, line inversion schema.

Jhe kinetics version is also now programed using a fully implicit

backward difference algorithm using frequency tranafortwttion. typical

PHtR and Ii*8 problem are being analysed to verify this version.
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9. IAU CO-OMMKATSD HESBARCH PBOCBAMB CT CODES

SMiLL AID M3HU1C SIZE COMPUTERS AVAILABLE IN

JBVELOPItC GOUHraHS FOR pf-COBB FUEL MtHAGSUEHT

B,P.Bastogi,K.R.SrinivaBan,V.J*gannathan,P.D.Krlsh-

nanl.R.F.Jain.D.P.Burte and H.C.Huria

the basic aim of the Co-ordinated progrwnne Is to develop rel iable

computer code packages for fuel management of PWRB, BWHa and PHWRs, which

sould be adapted on small and medium sized computers available in the deve-

loping countries. Besides India, Canada, Pakistan, Poland, Spain, USA and

Yugoslavia are taking part In this programme. India's contribution to

this programme for tills rear was development and validation of following

three codes i -

( l ) MDBII-CLOSTOB> i t i s a multlgroup integral transport theory sode

for studying the physics characteristics of rod clustered type fuel

assemblies used in PHiE system. Interface currents formalism i s

used to obtain the spat ia l neutron distribution In the ringwlse ho-

mogenized cluster* The heterogeneity e f fects In the f a s t and reso-

nance energy ranges are obtained e x p l i c i t l y through exact Inter rod

co l l i s i on probabilities* I t also obtains burnup dependent properties

by solving the relevant i iotopic buildup and depletion equations,

( i i ) CLUBi i t is also a multlgroup integral transport theory code for the

* analysis of PHwB la t t i ce c e l l s , i t treats the c lutter geometry exp l i -

- c l t l y , in this method, whole l a t t i c e c e l l i s divided into many annular

regions. Of ihese, f i r s t few regions, each containing one ring of

fuel rods of the fuel c lus ter , are further subdivided Into homogeneous

cones corresponding to fue l , cladding and coolant, the interaction
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between various zonea within a ring and their contribution to outgoing

cuxrenta at the inner and outer surfaces of the ring are calculated by the

P. , method. Each region is connected to the neighbouring regidna by inter-

face currents. Burnup dependent latt ice parameter* can also be calculated

by this code.

( H i ) STAR; It ia used for three dimensional simulation of BWRs. The

sinulator is essentially a one group coarse mesh finite difference

diffusion theory code. The code calculates power peaking, cycle

length, worth of control rods, e tc . I t could be run for quarter

core or fu l l core geometry. The code has the provision for necessary

thermal hydraulics calculations, also. I t requires burnup, void and

control history dependent one group latt ice parameters ( i . e . KC)C and

Under this programme, a FSR code system CARMEN was procured from Spain.

The code system comprises of 5 codes, namely, (1) SPO36, (2) IfiOPAHD, (3)

LIBRA, (4) CITATION and (5) PENELOPE. The code system performs the tasks

of processing microscopic cross-section data, ce l l calculation and multigroup

1,2,3 dimensional diffusion theory calculations with or without feedback

effects . The codes can be executed in a sequence or independently.

The code system is being adapted at CYBER-170/73 in Bombay. The f i r s t

three codes have been fully debugged and the sample problems have given iden-

t ical outputs as obtained In Spain. However, code CARMEH could not be exe-

cuted for want of sufficient core storage. The code is being segmented

further..

Efforts are also underway to rewrite certain portions of the code

system s<o as Boiling Water Reactor problems could also be ^olvrU,
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Vinad Kunar and B.C. Sahni - Ainala. af Hucl. £ngy. (1983) (ta appear)

19. Canvergence af Biaorete Ordinates Iteratian Soheue - S.V.O. Meaaa and

B.C. Sahni - Tranapart Theary and Statistical Physios (subaitted) (1983)

20. A Class af Zera-Varianoe Biasing Schemes far Haste CarU fleaotl»m Bat*

Bstimatars - H.C. Gupta -Nuol . Soi.& £ngg.8^, 187 (19S5)

21 • Aa Aaseaanent af the BWR Fuel Bax Lattice Cell Heaegenisatien Praoedures

with Tarapur BWE In-Care and 5x>Care Measurements, V. Jagaxnathaa s t al -

Amaals af Husl. hmy. 10, 339 (1983)

22. Aa Svaluatiea af Appraxivats Msthads far Caloulating Aaintrapio Flux

Kseape and Transaissian Prababilitias far Cylindrical Amnul*r Oeanetry -
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P.D. Krlahnani, Annals ef Kuol. a^y-, 10, ,285 (1983)

23. Asyaptstically Stable Selutiens af the On«-Dii*enslenal Spaoe-Time

Kinetics Equatiana in Presence af Calayed Neutrens, Annals ei' Huol.

Enf>(ta appear) (1983) - H-I»'<5«K«.V c^d H ' T ^ u

24. Analysis at a LWR Kinetics Benchmark Using ttte Twe-Diaensianal Spaoe-

Ti«a Kinetics Hadel - H»P. Gupta and V.K, Jttin, Atankernenergie (ta

appear) (1983)

25. Pewer Oaoillatiane in a Beaotar With Twa Tenperature Caefficienta -

H.S. Paddar, M.S. Trasi and ?. Balaramam, Atankernenergie, ̂ 2 (2),

95 (1983)

26. Tenperature Caeffioienta far Glabal Stability in a Reaoter with Twa-

Tenperature Feedback - R.S. Paddar and U.S. Trasi, J. Appl. Mathe.and

Phya. (2WMP) 3 ^ 164 (1983)

27. "ANKXDI" - A Twa Oioensianal Caupled Thermahydradynanio and Paint

Kinetioa Camputer Uadel Far Analysis af Extended Oisasaeably Acoidents

ef Fast Pawer Reaotara - S. Chandra, Vucl. Teoh. 60, Feb. (1983)

28. Numerical Simulatian af One-Siaenaianal Twa-4>haaa Dispersed Oraplet

Flaws in Shack Tubes - S. Chandra, Nucl. &ig. and Design, Feb. (1983)

Papers Presented at the Internatianal Conference an Nunerioal Methads in

Nuclear Bhgineering. Sept. 6-9. 1983. Mantreal. Canada.

29. Integral Transfarm Methed far Salving Multi-Diaensianal Heutra* Transpart

Problem, Vinad Kuaar and S.C. Sahni

30. Interface Current Uethtd far PHWR Cluster Gasnetry - P.S. Krishnani and

B.P. Rastagi

31. Suitable Chaice t f Angular Current Ap^.tximatitn far 2-D Neutrtn Tranapart

P. Mthanakrishnan and B.P. Rastagi
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32. A Sew Angular Biasing Scheme far Deep-Penetratian Prablems in 3-D

by Maate-Carla, S.H. Dwivedi, H.C. Gupta and B.P. Raatagi.

33. Hypathetical Care Disruptive Analysis in Fact iteactara, S. Chandra.

and B.P. Rastagi

34. Twe-Dimensianal Space-Tima Ki*ietias Be.nchmarks, H,P. Gupta, T.K, Jal»

and B.P. Hustagi

33, Qjergy Depasitian »f Faai o< -psxticles in « fully Ititized B-T Plfcwa,

S.D, Paranjape, D.C« Khwadekar and D»C. Salwi

36. An Aueaauent tf Fixite Element 5yntheel« Me<3el Using 5.0-FEfiÎ V. Jagaanathas

and B.P. R.istsgi

Papers Pre»cntad at Watltnal C»i»fer«inoe:ii/W»i-k-£h»pi>

37, Hetr»gnn?i-{y.EffaotB.»f BWIi Lattice .in Explaining tha Gltbal C»rap»»«it»

•f Neutr»» H»iso - S.R. Swivedi amd G.P. Gupt* - W»rksh»p »jt Reaotar

Analysia, RSC, Kalpakkam Feb. 23-24 (1985)

36. Importance Biasing Schemft f»r Expeetetin Es-tiaat*r jjt Deap-Peaetratiaa

Prablena, H.C. Gupta, Fifth Nati»»sd Syapmiuu »a Radiatit* Physics,

H»v. 21-24 (1983)

39. Measurement »f Chamnel P«v/or Diatributij»« in PHWRs, A.N. Nakra,

H.D. Purandare and 3.A. Bharadwaj, Synpneium tn Frtceaa Instranentatlaa

and C»ntr»l »f P»wer Plants and Nualear Facil it iea, B»mbay3April (1983)

' Hcvig*8 Prepared f»r Lectures delivered at B».<?tta

40. Multigraup Methada in Thernal Reaotpr Lattice Caloulatiama - A Review

af W»rk D»ne in India - H.C. Huria

41. Indian Experience »f Fuel Management t.f Tarapiir BWEa - H.P. Jain

42. Physics Operating Experience- and Fuel Management sf RAPS - H.D, Purandar*

43. Reactar Kinetics - Review af Wark Dane in India - H.P, Gupta

44. Review »f Heactar Theory - ffark Dane in India -D.C. Sahni



Reparta Published

45. Guide ta the Use af SUPERB Cade, R.P. Jain, BABC-1198 (I983)

46. ImtrtduotiM ta Thernanuelear Fuaim Pewer, U.K. Gupta, TRPS/299 (1963)

47. Numerical Sinulatitn »f Laaer Drives Fusian* K,K. Gupta and S.V, Lavande,

BABO/l-776 (1983)

48. Physic* Design Manual far MAFP, A.M. Nakxa, MAPP-O11OO (laaued by PPBD)

(1983)

Ph;D. Thenea Subnitted ta University >f Bawbay

49. On the Integral Tranafaro Uethad far Silring Uultl-Slaentiaaal Hantran

Tranapart Prablena, Vinad Kumar (198?)

50* Sane Methada af Salutiaa af Ordinary Differential Equatiwn ef Huolaar

Reaetar Dynanica & Related Prableaa, M.S. Traat (1983)

Lacturea/Seml»ara delivered 1» Theoretical Phyaiea Dlvlalaa

A. Fluid Pynaalc« (Shri Subhaak Chandra)

1. Equatian af Cantinuity

2. Wavier Stakes Equatiea

3 . Energy Equatita

4 . Canstanta af Flaw

5. Sane aalutiams af Havier Stekea Bquatiam - Paiaeulla'a fl»w and Stakes

Flaw

B. Hydradynanic Madel af RELAP-5 (Shri V.K. Jala)

1. Sasio tw»-phaae flaw aquatiana

2. Finite Difference Ferciulatie*

3. S»ni-I«plioit Sohenea

4 . Saaple. Preblena Salved Uaing REUP-5

C. Kinetic The try af Plaaaa (Shri W.K. Gupta)

1. BBGKY Heirarohy
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2* Beltznana Squatira

3 . Vtaeitt Equatlmi

4* Feaker-Flaaek EquatiM

5. Vlaa«v Equatii*

6. Landau Daaplng

D. Cara The real Hydraulioa (Jar. R. 3rlva»kata aaa)

1. Fuadmontali »f Plui* Flaw

2. ?HANCSSCA - M»*el

S, Ckar^e< Partiole Sltwlag D»w (Shrl S.D, farmjap*)

1, Deriratit* »f Debye Length

2. ixgular Cut»ff t* eraloata Caaleab Cr«aa-Sa«tiMia

5* Tine-Scales ftr e-c aad e-it* iMtaraatim

4* Bxpr«s«i»n* ftr *ltwing «am paver

leaturea Delivered at Trailing Sohaal (BARC) a«d loolaar Tralmlng Caatra

(RAPS)

1, Eeact»r Physioi - 10 leatorea (26th Pkyaioa batoh) by B*P* Gapia

2. Ifualear fiagineering - 10 leaturea (26th Phyaloe Bat ok) by S* Srlraakataai

and S.D* Faxaajape

3* Eeacttr Physics - 25 leaturea (27th Fbyaioa batok) by B.C. Huria

4. Heac-ttr Physic* - 30 leaturaa (27th Sngg, batok) by U.K. Srtvaatara

5* Huclear Heaottr The try - 40 lecture a (27tk batak - Iaplaat Traiaaea

at SAPS) by A,N. Halcra, H,P. Qiqita ana S.D. Paraajapa
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